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Part I of this report describes a computer program (S9960) which can be
used to predict the transient performance of yacuum-desorbed sorbent beds for
C02 or water removal, and composite beds of two sorbents for simultaneous
humidity control and C02 removal. The program was written p r i m a r i l y for s i l i c a
gel and molecular-sieve inorganic sorbents, but can be used for a variety of
adsorbent materials.
The i n i t i a l development of the computer program was started under the
Apollo Applications Program/ Contract NAS9-354I, NASA Manned .Spacecraft Center.
Further improvements were made through the application of AiResearch R & D
funds, and under Contract NASI-8559 from th.e NASA Langley Research Center which
also funded the acquisition of additional basic adsorption data.
The content of Part I is as follows: Section I presents a general descrip-
tion of the program; Section 2 describes the technical details of the program;
Section 3 describes program usage; and Section 4 presents an example of program
usage; Subroutine documentation is given in Section 5, together with a complete
l i s t i n g of the program.
Part II of this report describes a computer program (MAIN4B) which can be
used to predict performance for multiple-bed C02-removal sorbent systems. This
program is an expanded version of the compos!te-sorbent-bed program, S9960,
described in Part I.
The primary improvement included in MAIN4B is that the poisoning effect
of water coadsorbed by the C02~removal bed is taken into account in predicting
the C02 adsorption performance of the bed. The program also estimates coad-
sorption of oxygen, nitrogen, and subsequent overboard losses. The system
simulation c a p a b i l i t i e s have been expanded to allow consideration of
• 2-bed vacuum-dump,
• 4-bed H20-save/C02-dump, and
• 4-bed h^O-COp-save type systems.
• Beds may be thermally conditioned by heat-transport f l u i d passages
within the bed, or by internal electrical heaters.
Although certain features of MAIN4B are completely new, or are consider-
ably different from those incorporated in program S9960, much of the back-
ground material presented in Part I is used in the new program. Part II pre-
sents only material unique to MAIN4B. The complete documentation of the new
program, for those interested in the techniques used in the program, or for
those desiring to modify the program set, includes both Part I and Part II.
Nomenclature used in this report is presented at the beginning of each
part. The content of Part II is as follows. Section I provides a general
description of the program; Section 2 technically describes new features of
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program execution; and Section 4 presents two example runs with the program.
Two appendixes furnish subprogram documentation (Appendix A) and a complete
l i s t i n g of the program (Appendix B).
Dr. K.C. Hwang of AiResearch, developed the computer programs described
in this report, and also authored the report.
Mr. Rex Martin of NASA Langley Research, Center was the technical monitor
of Contract NASI-8559 during the development of these computer programs.
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Quant i ty j - a] appearing in Equation (2-35),
g / (lb-mole)/(hr)(sq ft)(mm Hg)
Temporary storage for DT, hr
temporary storage for DT, hr
Cross-sectional area of adsorbent bed, sq ft
External surface area of sorbent, sq ft/(cu ft of bed)
Primary heat transfer area between heat exchanger and
gas stream, sq ft/cu ft of sorbent bed
Primary heat transfer area between heat exchanger and
sorbent, identical to a
xg '
Primary heat transfer area for coolant, sq f t / (cu ft
of coolant volume)
Average loading at each a x f a l node, (Ib-sorbate)/( lb-
sorbent)
Average poisoning rate of molecular s ieves by HLO,
(lb-H20)/hr *
Average C0~- load ing of al l act ive molecular s ieve sor-
bents, 1b-CO? / (1b-molecular s ieves )
Average outlet P
 Q, mm Hg
Average COp adsorption or desorption rate, lb-CO?/hr
Average H^O adsorption or desorption rate, lb-H?0/hr
Average H?0-]oading of desiccant sorbents, 1 b-H,pO/( 1 b-
desiccant)
Pr imary heat t ransfer area for heat exchanger, sq ft
plate area/(cu ft of metal)
Temporary .yar iab le used in simultaneous solution of a






































Molal density of gas mixture, Ib moles/(cu ft)
Heat capacity of coolant, Btu/(°F)(1b)
Heat capacity of gas mixture, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Sorbent specific heat, Btu/(1b)(°F)
Heat capacity of heat exchanger metal, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Coefficients in equation
PCS • (p, - X, P^ 1 = CPI + CP2 •
Coefficients in following equation which is merely
another form of Equation (2-28).
CRI .




Wk,M,(t+At)+CR3 ' (Wk,M,(t+At) - Wk,'
Coefficients in equation
Ts ( t + A t )-
Ts,t = D S + C S I • W)-CS2' Pk,,(t*t)




 W(t+At),M+C3 ' W(t+At),(M+l)
= Dl
Coefficients in equation
C l n . P , COD DI r ' / . ,\ /., •> -r L£r • r /
+ C3P
' W),(N+I) = DIP
Heat of adsorption at each node Btu/(lb adsorbed)
Mass diff u s i v i t y of component k through the interior































Cabin CO partial pressure increase in one time
increment, mm Hg
S e e C S I . . . . - • • - .
Time increment of previous computation step, hr
Time increment, hr
Maximum allowable time step, size, usually 0.01 hr for
isothermal analysis and 0.005 hr for nonisothermal
analys is
Size of interior sorbent volume elements, (cu ft)
Size of sorbent volume elements at surface and center
of spherical pellets, DVSI = 1/2 DVS, (cu ft)
Axial node dimension, ft
See Cl
See C IP
Coefficient in equation W, = Q + D2 • P/ x
. . .
ks(t+At) (t+At)
DT in single precision, hr
Factor defined by Equation (2-17), a function of pressure
Molal flow rates of C0? and H?0, during desorption,
' FR(I,N) is C02 rate, FR(2,N) is H20 rate, Ib-mole/hr
Mass flux = u ' p , lb/(h'r)(sq ft void area)
Mass transfer coefficient between bulk stream and the
surface of adsorbent. Surface kinetic rate can be
incorporated in this coefficient, 1b-moles/(hr)(sq ft)
(mm Hg)
Total mass flow rate, lb/('hr)
Average molecular weight of process gas
Heat transfer coefficient between heat exchanger primary

























Heat transfer coefficient between sorbent and gas,
based on a , Btu/(sq ft)(°F)(hr)
Effective heat transfer coefficient between heat
exchanger primary plate and sorbent, Btu/(sq ft)(°F)
(hr).
Molal rate of mass transfer into bulk gas stream/unit
bed volume, Ib-moles per (cu ft of bed)(hr); see
Equation (2-15)
Interior node corresponding to the surface of pellet
Integer control variable, if NB0UT - 2, the outlet
manifold pressure is specified as a function of time;
NB0UT = I, the manifold pressure is computed from
vacuum duct resistance
Number of complete adsorption-desorption cycles from
beginning of run
Total number of complete adsorption-desorption cycle
calculations desired
Integer denoting total number of radial sorbent pellet
nodes (interior nodes)
If'= I, internal At calculations. If = 2, fixed At's
in program w i l l be used.
Integer denoting total number of molecular sieve nodes
Integer denoting number of active molecular sieve nodes,
i.e., (NDXM-NDXMAX) represents the number of molecular
sieve nodes which have been inactivated by water
poison ing
Integer denoting total number of axial nodes
Node to which coolant is added
Number of time steps elapsed since last printout
Integer control variable which determines the frequency
of printout occurrence; e.g., if NPRINT = 5, printout
occurs after every five time steps
Integers which denote the nodes to which tabulated
























, . Descr ipt ion
Integer denoting the cycle, from which on bed performance
w i l l be printed at frequency specified by NPRINT
Integer control variable; If NTEMP = 0, the energy
equations w i l l be ignored and bed temperatures set
equal to T268; If NTEMP £ 0, heat balances w i l l be
performed
System total pressure during adsorption, mm Hg
CO- partial pressure in cabin, mm Hg
CO- partial pressure at adsorption bed inlet, mm Hg
Coefficients in equation for desorption pressure






Inlet HLO partial pressure, mm Hg
P • X, ; partial pressure of component k . i n bulk gas
K
stream, mm Hg
10 tabulated desorption outlet pressures at TIMET,
mm Hg
Total pressure in bulk gas stream, mm Hg
Coefficients in equation
'ks(t+At)
= PI + P2 -(Wk,s(t+At; P3
Temporary variable l i k e B. See Equations (2-43) and (2-44)
Radial distance from center of sphere, ft






FORTRAN A lgebra ic Descr ip t fon



























Rate of C0? generation in cabin, Ib CO per hr
Gas constant, 554.(mm Hg) (cu ft)/(lb-mole)
Coolant density, lb/(cu ft)
Gas density, lb/(cu ft)
Sorbent density, lb/(cu ft particle)
Sorbent bulk density, lb/(cu ft bed volume)
HX core metal density, lb/(cu ft)
Average particle radius found from , and
n ,' j D,
Radius of spher ica l surface separat ing two
inter ior sorbent volume elements, ft
E f fec t i ve thermal conduct iv i ty of sorbent
bed, Btu/(hr) (sq ft) (°F/ft)
t
Quanti ty E P




Coolant temperature at time, t-At
Coolant temperature at time, t-2At
Gas temperature, °F





















Descr i pt ion
Maximum temperature change allowable per time
increment in selecting At, °F
Time from beginning of each adorption or
desorption period, hr
Time above in minutes.
10 times at which P0UT are tabulated, hr
Thermal conductivity of heat exchanger core
metal, Btu/(hr) (sq ft) (°F/ft)
Total amount of .CO adsorbed since beginning
of adsorption period, Ib
Total amount of H90 adsorbed since beginning
of adsorption period, Ib
Sorbent temperature, °F
Sorbent temperature at time t-(&t), °F
Sorbent temperature at time t-2(&t), °F
Heat exchanger core metal temperature, °F







Heat exchanger core metal temperature at
time t-2(At), °F
Inlet glycol temperature, °F
Coolant velocity, ft/hr
Interstitial gas velocity, i,e., true gas
veloc i ty, ft/hr

























Void fraction of bed
Cabin volume for atmosphere, cu ft; use
20VOLCAB =10 , for constant PC02C
Volume of a single sorbent pellet, cu ft
Total bulk volume of desiccants, cu ft
Local loading of component k in sorbent,
Ib sorbate k/lb sorbent
A function of pressure which represents the
capacity of vacuum duct at duct i n l e t pressure
of P mm, Ib/hr
Maximum loading change allowable per time
increment in selecting At, 1b/1b
Molecular weight of component K. K = I and 2
Temporary storage variable for W
Total weight of active molecular
s ieve sorbents, 1b
Total weight of molecular sieve sorbents, Ib
Total weight of desiccants, Ib
Mole fraction of component k in gas stream
k=l refers to CO in molecular sieve bed gas stream,
and K=2 refers to HLO in desiccant bed gas stream
Distance from molecular sieve bed end, ft
Any of bed properties, T , T , W,, T , T













M Radial location index for sorbent interior nodes
N Axial location index
s Surface of sorbent
s Sorbent




* , E q u i l i b r i u m quantity
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The present computer program package for the Univac 1108 computer, S9960
through S9999, was developed to predict the transient performance of a composite
molecular sieve/desiccant bed for C0? removal, which may be operated under
either adiabatic or thermal swing conditions. The program is lim i t e d to cases
where sorbents are regenerated by dumping to vacuum.
An attempt was made to solve the actual physical problem as rigorously
and generally as was feasible. Thus, transient pressure variations during
.a desorption cycle are not a r b i t r a r i l y set, but are calculated from the
AiResearch test data (as shown here) for the flow of nitrogen gas under low
pressures through a 5/8-in.-ID molecular sieve bed. For program f l e x i b i l i t y ,
most of the physical properties and transfer rate constants are allowed to vary
as a function of the bed location. Such a f l e x i b i l i t y allows for the use of
different heat exchanger configurations and different modes of operation for
the molecular sieve bed and the desiccant bed.
The program does not assume, any specific heat exchanger configuration
for thermal control and is, therefore, applicable to cases-where sorbent
temperatures are regulated by cooling coils, plate-fin heat exchangers or
process gas streams alone, and so forth. However, to implement this general
approach, heat transfer coefficients for heat balance calculations are not
computed in the program but must be supplied as input data.
The mass-transfer equations are written to permit both intraparticle
diffusion and surface resistance. Either process can be made to control by
proper choice of the appropriate coefficients in the input.
To minimize the running time of the program, an i m p l i c i t scheme as pro-
posed by Hwang (Reference |) was employed for transient mass transfer calculation
and a method somewhat s i m i l a r to the one proposed by DuFort and Frankel
(Reference 2) for solving a diffusion equation was used to handle the coupling
terms of the energy equations for the transient temperature changes of the
metal parts, the sorbent,' and the coolant. The program, therefore, permits
the use of allowable large time increments for accuracy considerations.
Program S9960 performs adsorption and desorption calculations for a
specified number of complete cycles. Programs S9950 and S995I perform adsorption
and desorption calculations, respectively, for one-half cycle only. With all
physical properties and operation parameters inputted through two block data
subprograms, the programs w i l l compute and print out temperature and bed
loading changes as a function of time. Average bed loadings and average rates
of adsorption and desorption are also printed.
.. 72-8786




An example of a sorbent bed for CO -removal is depicted in Figure |-|.
The u n i t shows the detail of construction. It is ba s i c a l l y a platefin gas-
l i q u i d heat exchanger with sorbents packed between the fins in the gas side.
In the present program, bed properties are assumed to vary only in the
direction of the process gas flow, and that coolant is either p a r a l l e l or
counter-current but cannot be cross flow to the gas .flow. Electric analogs
of the heat transfer in the idealized sorbent bed during adsorption and
desorption are shown in Figures 1-2 and 1-3. Figures 1-4 and 1-5 show electric
analogs for mass transfer processes involved in the bed during the adsorption
and desorption periods, respectively. Although a plate-fin heat exchanger is.
shown in Figure l - l , the analogs of Figures 1-2 through i-5 should s t i l l be
v a l i d for cases where other means of thermal control are used.
The resistances to thermal transfer in Figures 1-2 and 1-3 can be easily
estimated from thermal conductivities of materials used. The mass transfer
resistances in Figures 1-4 and 1-5, however, must be determined from actual
bed performance data.
Although heat and mass transfer processes are shown separately, a coupling
does exist between the two. In Figure 1-2 the "I's" represent the rates of
heat generation at various nodes due to various rates of sorbate adsorption by
these nodes, which are the mass transfer rates across the sorbent surface
resistances shown in Figure |-4. S i m i l a r l y the "I's" in Figure 1-3 are coupled
with the mass transfer rates in Figure 1-5.
PROGRAM CAPABILITIES
Uses
Program S9950 predicts the performance of a s i n g l e adsorption period.
•It is used for analyzing a breakthrough curve that is obtained from a known
i n i t i a l bed conditions, such as an adsorption run which is made immediately
after a bakeout. By a few tria1-and-error runs of this program, the mass
transfer coefficient and mass diffus'ivity for the test system can be found.
Program S995I predicts the performance of a s i n g l e vacuum desorption
period. It is used to determine mass transport properties of a sorbent-sorbate
system if a desorption run started from known i n i t i a l conditions is available.
Program S9960 is designed to predict the performance of a c y c l i c a l l y
regenerated adsorption-desorption system comprising a desiccant and a C0?
sorbent bed. Although the program is not designed for bed-sizing, no more
than three trials are usually required to zero in on a correct design to meet
. 72-8786















































































































































































































































































































specified performance requirements, if operating parameters are given. To
optimize an entire vacuum-dump CO -removal system, the program can be used
to generate curves showing the effects on total system weight of various
parameters such as the process gas flow rate, bed size, coolant rate, and so
forth. An optimum system can be easily found from that set of curves.
The program permits use of variable bed properties along the flow passage,
and therefore, can be used for radial beds or beds of any arbitrary geometric
confi gurat ions.
The input to S9960 is by means of two BLOCK DATA subprograms, one for the
adsorption period and the other for the desorption period computations. When
running S9950 or S995I, only one pertinent BLOCK DATA subprogram is required.
In addition to the two block data subprograms, subprogram S9992 (PKEQ.),
which computes e q u i l i b r i u m vapor pressures of H_0 over the desiccant and CO
over the molecular sieve sorbent employed in the system, must be compiled with
each run.
Output
Output from S9960 is the printed page. The output gives bed sizes,
temperatures, sorbate loadings, partial pressures of C0? and I-LO during
adsorption, total pressures during desorption, and average adsorption and
desorption rates. Except at the end of each half cycle, the printout of bed
properties w i l l not appear u n t i l a number of adsorption-desorption cycles
as specified by the input has been performed. The frequency of printout is
also specified by the input.
Program Options
Various options available are summarized as follows:
• Use of S9950 for one half-cycle adsorption calculations
• Use of S995I for one half-cycle desorption calculations
• Isothermal operation with the bed temperature specified
• Non-isotherma1 operation with the inlet coolant temperature specified
• Bed outlet pressure history during desorption inputted






Bed cross-sectional areas vary in the axial direction
Allowance of some inert nodes in the bed to simulate the case of
partially poisoned bed










In addition to some minor approximations that are presented under the
derivation of equations, the following general assumptions were made in
deriving the differential equations which were employed in the present program.
Assumpt ion
A
Descr i pt ion
Temperature gradient in the pellet interior
is neg1igi ble.
Adsorption occurs by the diffusion of an
adsorbate through the stagnant surface f i l m
at the exterior surface of an adsorbent particle
condensing at the surface and then diffusion
into the interior of the particle. Desorption
occurs in a reverse fashion.
Adsorbent pellets can be represented by spherical
particles for mass transfer ca leu lations.
Heats of adsorption and desorption do not depend
on temperature or concentration.
In the adsorption half cycle, the total flow
rate and density of the gas stream are constant,
Bed .properties do not vary in the direction
perpendicular to the direction of the gas flow.
DIFFERENTIAL MODEL
Only those equations, that are not obvious w i l l be given their derivations
here. The equations which are assumed to be obvious or easily derived by the
reader are listed with appropriate boundary conditions without proof. I n i t i a l
conditions of the equations are omitted, since they should be apparent.
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= 0 at r = 0 (2-2)
BW
'
 Xk)*s k Sr - "kg ^ks-' . nk  OL ' ~ 's . (2-3)
Energy Equation for Gas Stream
As the thermal capacitance of the gas in the void space of a sorbent bed
is negl i g i b l e compared with that of the sorbent bed or the heat exchanger core,
a quasi-steady-state assumption can be made and the following is obtained, as
energy equation for the gas stream,
dT
—9_
 = i ja . h • (T -T ) + a • h • (T -T ) (2-4)dx f-p • C • u sg sg s g xg xg x qg p g g L S J
Equation (2-4) is subject to a boundary condition
T = T . at x = x (i.e., process gas inlet) (2-5)
for the adsorption half cycle, w h i l e for the .desorption half cycle, the condi-
tion to be satisfied is
T = T at x = 0 . (2-6)
Energy Equation for Sorbent
S T \ / a - h \ / a - h \
A s\ / sg sg \ / s / xs xs \ ,
ax
 ) Hs • >J ( S s> lV~^j "
\ ps rsb/
This equation is subject to the conditions
3T
-^5- = 0 at x = 0
ox
ar






Energy Equation for Coolant Stream
dT_ 3T_ /a.._ • h
= -u
c rtx I U
PC rc
c c
 4- I vc xc I (T T } (2-9)'s  + ic—: -p-pTxv u y;
The boundary condition for this equation is
Tc=T268 9t X =Xcoolant inlet (2-'0)
Energy Equation for Heat Exchanger Core Metal
a
"T •* / 3T \
(C . p ) * = |_ k ^- + a • fh (T -T ) (2-||)v
 px Kx' 3t Bx Ax d / vx [ xs s x' v i " ;
+ h (T -T ) + h (T -T j]
xg v g x' xc c x'J
Boundary conditions for this equation are
x
^— = 0 at x = 0 and x = x (2-12)
Adsorption Material Balance Equation for k-th Component in Gas Stream
By neglecting axial diffusion and assuming that quasi-steady-state con-
ditions exist for the gas phase material balance, the following is obtained.
dPk P • M
dx ~ f • p • u sg g ks ., kH9 9 S
This has an inlet condition
p. a p. . . at x = x (2-14)Kk 'K,inlet o
Pressure
 :Equation for Desorption
During the desorption cycle, both the bed pressure and gas flow rate
vary with time and the axial location in the bed, and a method of calculating
instantaneous pressures at various bed locations is desired. Although a quasi-
steady-state assumption could be made regarding pressure calculations, the
s i m p l i f i e d problem obtained would s t i l l be a boundary value problem that re-
quires an iterative method of solution. An alternative approach would be to
solve a transient equation describing pressure changes. The latter approach
was taken in the present program, and the derivation of the pressure-equation
employed in the program is given below.
• 72-87.86
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A material balance for a u n i t volume of bed gives
Af 1^ .1 = - J- (f .
 C • A • u' ) + A • Ms (2-15)
where Mgg = agg • Kg • (p^-P • Xk) (2-16)
and u is related to pressure gradient by





 = JL_ /SP\
st RT \at/
By combining Equations (2-17), (2-18), and (2-19), and dropping the term
p /9T \




SP P /s2p\ p -a /A • f • c\ /ap\ P
M9 F f . C . A & F to sg
vox /
Equation (2-20) is used in the program for calculating pressure changes
during the desorption half cycle.
The proportionality constant F in Equation (2-17) is a strong function
of pressure, as the gas flow during desorption l i e s in the s l i p flow region.
The pressure drop data for the flow of nitrogen gas through a 5/8-in.-ID
molecular sieve bed were reduced by using the equation
"g
(2-21)
to obtain FN at various mean pressures. The result is plotted in Figure 2-1






















-.TEST DATA, RUNS I AND 3
APPROXIMATION USED IN PROGRAM-
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
p (MM Hi)"'
2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
A-Z4666






FN = 2.494 x IO"4 x P °'795 (2-22)
Equation (2-22) is applicable only for nitrogen gas at 70°F, which has a
viscosity of 0.0174 cp. In the desorption program, F is linearly corrected
for the difference in viscosity as predicted by the Blake-Kozeny equation.
Thus F = PJ.o{;™SitY) • 2.494 - IO-4 • P°'795 (2-23)
For the gas mixtures in the desiccant bed section, molal average viscosi-
ties were used in the program.
Equation (2-20) is subject to a boundary condition
— = 0 at x = 0 (2-24)
At the bed exit, the pressure can be specified as a function of time, or
else the vacuum duct resistance to gas flow w i l l play a role in f i x i n g the
pressure and flow rate. The boundary condition w i l l then be
f •
 Pg • ug • A = WD(P) (2-25)
where Wn(P) can be approximated by the following expression which corresponds
to the straight l i n e shown in Figure 2-2 for a 3-in. duct for the AAP vacuum
duct.
WD(P) •= 1 1 . 2 P l < 7 1 5 (2-26)
The dotted lines in Figure 2-2 were the estimated flow rates for 18 in. long
ducts. The resistance contributed by the gas valve were not included in these
calculations.
Combination of Equations (2-17), (2-25), and (2-26) y i e l d s
.
f •
 Pg , A
In addition to the equations listed above, an e q u i l i b r i u m relationship
between vapor pressure, temperature, and sorbate loading is needed for each













































The foregoing differential equations were solved in the program, ...us i ng
the following finite-difference approximations.
Diffusion Equation for Interior of Sorbent Pellet
For accuracy, the sorbent is divided into constant volume elements rather
than into ones with constant (Ar). Equation (2-1 ) can then be approximated by
(,28)
• /w
\ k (M- l ) ( t+A t )
_
- w, \
p • Dlx (Anr.. , /nHs K V M+l/2 w _ w v
k(M+l)(t+At)j
Half nodes are used at the center and the surface of spherical pellets,
and Equation (2-28), with boundary conditions (2-2) and (2-3) super imposed
becomes respectively
Vl(t+At) Vl(t+At) Ps
- (r2 - 0)
[Wk, l , ( t+At) ' Wk,2,( t+At)]
a n d . P S . . . . = . s s . (2.30)
s M -1
[Wk, (M s - l ) , ( t+At) ' Wk,M^(
-A • M. ' K • /p. - P • X. \
s k g {Pks kj ( t+At )
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Energy Equation for Gas Stream
Equation (2-4) is approximated by
(N)
f • p • C • u asg sg I s / . . •>g pg g L * \ (N+I)
(2-31)
xg '.hxg (Tx(N+l) '
for u > 0
9
For the case u < 0_, which is the case during adsorption, the index (N+l) w i l l
be replaced by (N-l).
Energy Equation for Sorbent
The following f i n i t e difference representation for Equation (2-7) is used
in the program.
S ( t+At ) ,N S ( t - A t ) , N





-, /a • h - \
_T \1+L5g S9
S ( t +A t ) ,N S ( t +A t ) , (N - l )/j \ ps Psb/ N
T +
S ( t+At ) ,N
T
 1 / u
S ( t - A t ) , N Ks " h>
\C • p
-J \ ps Ks2
r + T






: ( t+At ) ,N K S ( t+At) , l





Energy Equation for Coolant Stream














Energy Equation for Heat-Exchanger Core Metal
•px • Px-
T - T
X ( t+At ) ,N X ( t -A t ) ,N I
• • [ •o v( A x ) 2 ' (N+l /2)





X ( t + At) , (N- l )
+ a • h
vx xs
T + T \




X ( t+At ) ,N X ( t -At) ,N
.2




X ( t+At) ,N X ( t -A t ) ,N
2
Adsorpt ion Mater ia l Balance for K-th Component in Gas Stream
Equation (2-13) is approximated by
; (N- l )
- PL P • M







Pressure Equations for Desorption
Equation (2-20) is represented by
f | j _ . A j _ \ k l ~ ' j . M ' J. VI p
['
(t+At),N " t,N t,N ,
r/....._ \ /•., ,\ - 2P
.
 fAv^ L (t+At),(N-l) ' ^ r(t+At),N
t,N
+ P(t+At),(N+l)] + (f • C • A)M '
.A • f • C) f A • f • C




> M ' Xl 1
'^
 kt,NJ
The boundary condition expressed by Equation (2-27) can be put in the
form
P P I I 2 P °'7I5P(NDXI
 + l) " PNDXI "2P




Most of the finite difference schemes described above are of the i m p l i c i t
form and require a special method of solution, which is described below.
The system of f i n i t e difference equations describing bed property changes
for all nodes can be written in the form (Reference 3)
C2,Yl,(t+At) + C3,Y2,(t+At) = °| (2-38)
ClNY(N-|),(t+At) + C2NV(t+At) + C3NY(N+l),(t+At) = DN
ClNDX|Y(NDXI-l),(t+At) + C2NDX|Y(NDXl),(t+At) = °NDXI (
The matrix of this linear system is tridiagonal and the following formulae
which were .first presented by Thomas,2 are used for its solution:
' (2-41)
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= 2, 3, . . . ,' NDX I )•" (2-42)
Q =
(DN - C| QN-|)




YNDXI = NDXI (2-45)
YN = QN " BN YN+I, [N = (NDX|-')> (NDXI-2), ...,l) (2-46)
It should be noted that the index N appearing in the above equations can
be replaced by index M for solving the interior diffusion Equation (2-28)
with its boundary conditions.
Equation (2-35) for the adsorption period and Equation (2-36) for the
desorption period are coupled with Equations (2-30) and (2-32) and a special
method is needed, which is described below for the desorption period first
because this is the more involved of the two cases.
E q u i l i b r i u m surface vapor pressure at the end of a time step is approxi-
mated by
W.k,s
The new surface loading can be expressed as a function of the gas phase
pressure:
Ys,(t+At) - Qs + °2 ' W) (2-
where Q is the Q as expressed by Equation (2-44) for the pellet interior
diffusion, with the term containing P- s excluded from it.
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Sorbent temperature change in one time step during the desorption period
i s wr i tten as :
Ts,(t+At) " Ts,t = Ds + Csl ' P(t+At) " Cs2 ' Pk,s(t+At)
Substituting Equations (2-48) and (2-49) into Equation (2-47), the
following is obtained
(2-49)
Pk,s,(t+At) " Pl + P2 [Qs - Wk,s,t] + [P2 '
where P = + D




3W, I + CS2UT
P, = C3 ~ 31 V9T
W,




Now, Equation (2-36) can be rewritten as follows, where N designates the
N-th axial node counted from the furthest end from the vacuum duct connection:
PN,(t+At) " PN,(t)
= P
P(N-|),(t+At)"2 ' PN,(t+At) + P(N+l),(t+At)
Cl
p P(N+|),(t+At) " P(N-l),(t+At)
C2 : 2 • (Ax) (2-54)
+ PC3 ' [Pks " Xk ' PN,(t+At)j







 C + C
 '
 P
C3 ' (Pks - XkPN,(t+At)] = CP1 N N,(t+At







= P ' [
.N [I 3 N> N ,]
Combining Equations (2-54) and (2-55) and rearranging, the following is
obtained.






Equation (2-58) has P as the only unknown., and can be solved by the
method using Equations (2-41 ) through (2-46). Once P's are found, new load
ings and temperatures can be obtained using these pressures.
For the adsorption period, by setting X, = I , and replacing P by p
 ;K K
Equation (2-36) by Equation (2-35), the following equations are obtained:












pk,(N+l),( t .+At) , CPl',N
(Ax)
CP2,N .1
/f • p ' LT\
/ 9 9\
• • " • • . . f p ' • • ug g
P • Mg 7
P. • M
where CPI,N- asg ' Kg ' Cpl




Equation (2-67) is used to find p 's from the process gas inlet end all
K
the way to the outlet end. W 's are found next,. followed by temperatures.
K
GENERAL FLOW CHART .














PRINT QUANTITIES OF M.S. AND S.G.




CALL PRADSB IF TIME TO PRINT
STORE TEMPERATURES
I





CALL PRDESB IF TIME TO PRINT
T
STORE TEMPERATURES
IF TIME > CYCLE
















Data input required by the program is executed by block data subprograms
S9973 and S9993. Subprogram S9973 inputs all data required to execute the
adsorption analysis; subprogram S9993 inputs all data required to execute the
desorption analysis. Both block data subprograms must be compiled at execu-
tion time if cyclic system performance is desired. If only adsorption or
desorption performance is required, then only the respective block data sub-
program need be compiled at execution time. The following lis t s the variables
which are inputted via the block data subprograms.













Def i n i t ion
Bed Configuration
Sorbent bed cross-section area normal to flow
of process gas, sq ft
Identical to ASX
Heat exchanger primary area per u n i t volume of
sorbent bed, sq ft/(cu ft)
Axial node dimension,, ft
Integer denoting total number of radial sorbent
pellet nodes (interior nodes)




Integer denoting number of active molecular
sieve nodes, i.e., (NDXM - NDXMAC) represents the
number of molecular sieve nodes which have been
inactivated by water poisoning


































( 4 1 )
(41)
Sorbent specific surface area, sq ft/(cu ft
of bed)
Sorbent specific heat, Btu/(lb) (°F)
Sorbent particle density, lb/(cu ft) RHOS (l) =
molecular sieve particle density, RHOS (2) =
desiccant particle density
Sorbent bulk density, lb/(cu ft)
Effective sorbent thermal conductivity,
Btu/(hr) (sq ft) (°F/ft)
Coolant Properties
•Primary heat exchanger plate area per unit
volume of coolant held up in HX, sq ft/(cu ft)
Coolant specific heat, Btu/(lb) (°F)
Node to which coolant is added
Coolant density, lb/(cu ft)
Coolant inlet temperature, °F
Coolant velocity, ft/hr
Heat Transfer Coefficients
Heat transfer coefficient, sorbent to gas,
Btu/(hr) (sq ft)(°F)
Heat transfer coefficient,heat exchanger to
coolant Btu/(sq ft) (hr)(°F)
Heat transfer coefficient, heat exchanger to
process gas, Btu/(sq ft) (°F) (hr)































I n i t i a l Conditions
(4!)
I n i t i a l coolant temperature, °F
I n i t i a l gas temperature, °F
I n i t i a l sorbent temperature, °F
I n i t i a l heat exchanger temperature, °F
41) I n i t i a l sorbent loading, Ib/lb (double precision)
Mass Transfer Properties
Internal diffusivity, sq ft/hr
External surface mass transfer coefficient,
lb-mole/(hr)(sq ft)(mm Hg)
Process Gas Stream Properties
Specific heat of the process gas, Btu/(lb)(°F)
Differential heat of adsorption, Btu/(lb adsorbed)
Adsorbate molecular weight
WM(1) = 44 (C02)
WM(2) = 18 (H£0)
HX Core. Properties
Primary heat exchanger plate area per u n i t volume
of heat exchanger core metal, sq ft/(cu ft)
Heat exchanger specific heat, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Heat exchanger metal density, lb/(cu ft)
Heat exchanger metal thermal conductivity, TKX (K)
























D imens ion Def i n i t i on
Miscellaneous Control Parameters
Cycle time per one adsorption or one desorption,
.period, hr
Maximum allowable time step size, usually 0.01 hr
for isothermal analysis and 0.005 hr for noniso-
thermal analysis
Total number of complete adsorption-desorption
cycle calculations desired
If NDTC0N = 1, At w i l l be selected such that
.AT = TI,. AW = WI for time step; if NDTC0N = 2,
At's as set in program w i l l be used
Integer control variable which determines the
frequency of printout occurrence; e.g., if
NPRINT = 2, printout occurs after every two
time steps, if NPRINT = 5, printout occurs after
every five time steps,etc.
Integer control variable; if NTEMP = 0, isothermal
analysis; the energy equations are ignored, and
the bed temperature is set equal to T268. If
NTEMP ^ 0, nonisothermal analysis
Maximum temperature change allowable per time
increment in selecting At, °F
Maximum loading change allowable per time
increment in selecting At, Ib/lb
NOTE: Variables W, TG, TS, TC, -TX, NPRINT, DTMAX, NTEMP, CYCLE,
NCYCLT, WI, TI, NDXMAC and NDTC0N need to appear only






Input Variables Required by S9975 Only
FORTRAN . .
Symbol Defin i t ion
GMR Process gas flow rate,, Ib/hr
GMW Process gas molecular weight
PA System total pressure/ mm Hg
PC02C . I n i t i a l CO partial pressure in cabin, mm Hg
PH201 Inlet HO partial pressure, mm Hg
TGI Inlet process gas temperature, °F
20V0LCAB Cabin volume for atmosphere, cu ft; use V0LCAB = 10 ,
for constant PC02C
RC02C Rate of CO generation in cabin, lb CO per hr
Input Variables Required by S9995 Only
FORTRAN
Symbol •_ - Def i n i t ion •
NBCOUT Integer control variable; if NBCOUT = 2, the
outlet manifold pressure is specified as a
function of time; NBCOUT = 1, the manifold
pressure is computed from vacuum duct resistance
POUT (10) 10 pairs of exit pressure vs time data to be used
TIMET (10) if NBCOUT = 2; POUT = vacuum end manifold pressures
(mm Hg), TIMET = times (hr)
NPSET (3) Denotes nodes to which vacuum is applied
Function PKEQ'(lD, W,T), S9992
This function subprogram must be defined, which computes for ID = I, the
e q u i l i b r i u m CO. pressure over the molecular sieve sorbent at a loading of
W lb CO /lb sieve and at T °F; and for ID = 2, computes HO vapor pressure over





Equ i l i b r i um isotherms can be used in tabular forms and p.* ..obtained
XT)
by an interpolation technique, or the data can be fit by a mathematical
expression which is evaluated in this subprogram. The latter approach is
recommended since experience has indicated that by using the former approach,
the total run time of the present program is about twice the time required
by using the latter approach.
Vacuum Duct Characteristics
The vacuum duct characteristics represented by Equation (2-26) was for
a 3-in.-ID by 18 in. long duct, which may not be the case for the problem
to be simulated. If this is the case the outlet boundary condition expressed
by Equations (2-26) and (2-37) must be modified. The required changes are
minor and w i l l be shown in the example problem to be presented in Section 4.
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
The first page of output gives bed volumes and weights of molecular sieves
and desiccants.
From the second page on, bed properties are printed at the end of each
adsorption and desorption period. From the NSTART-th cycle on, the bed
properties are printed every NPRINT time steps.
In the adsorption period, the cycle number is printed on the first l i n e .
Time from the beginning of adsorption period is printed next in hours and
minutes. The size of time increment last used follows the adsorption time.
CO and HO, partial pressures in the process gas stream, gas, sorbent, coolant,
and HX core temperatures are then given at each axial node, node 1 designating
the bed'out let 'and the highest node representing the process gas inlet node.
Sorbate loadings in (ib sorbate)/(lb sorbent) appear at all sorbent interior
nodes and at all axial locations. The average loading at each axial location
is also given. The average CO loading in the active molecular sieve sorbent,
the average HO loading in the desiccant sorbent, average rates of CO and H 0
adsorption "computed over the period -from the beginning of the adsorption cycle
up to the moment, time average water p a r t i a l pressure at the bed outlet,and
the average rate of HO influx into the CO -sorbent section are printed.
Printouts during desorption periods a r e , s i m i l a r to those of adsorption
periods except that, for all longitudinal locations total pressures instead of
the partial pressures of CO and HO are printed, and in addition, mole
fractions of HO in the vapor phase and molal flow rates of CO and H 0 for
all axial nodes, are also written.
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The program is limited in the case where sorbents are regenerated by
vacuum desorption, either with or without the application of heat in addi-
tion. Program modifications w i l l be required if gas stripping is resorted
for sorbent regenerations.
The program requires a total of 31,000 words storage with Univac 1108
computer.
Running Time
Running time depends on the total number of nodes employed in a simulation.
Using a total of 18 nodes, the ratio of real time to Univac 1108 computer time
i s roughly 150 to 1.
Accuracy/Vali di ty
The present program was tested on the regenerable CO removal systems for
AAP and Airlock applications. Comparisons between the predictions made by
the program and the test data are reasonably good.
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BED DESIGN . ... .
As an example of the program usage, the performance of the C09-remova]
system designedly AiResearch for the Airlock app1icat ion'wi11" be simulated.
The bed design is shown in Figure 4-1.
The predryer section is bulk packed with Linde Molecular Sieves type
I3X of 1/16 in. size. The C0_ adsorber is composed of an e l e c t r i c a l l y heated
plate-fin heat exchanger, with the gas passages f i l l e d up with Linde Molecular
Sieves type 5A of 1/16 in. size. The electric heater is used only for bakeout,
and dur i n g normal operation the heat exchanger, together with the heater, simply
acts as a thermal capacitor only. The electric heater elements used are KAPTON
and the plate-fin heat exchanger is aluminum. The outside shel l of the canister
is made of stainless steel.
DESCRIPTION ON GENERATION OF INPUT DATA
The input data for s i m u l a t i n g the performance of the above C09 removal.
unit are described below. Since no coolant is used for temperature control in
the present system, coolant nodes are used as ambient temperature nodes to
simulate heat losses to the surroundings, and the thermal capacitance of the
heater is lumped into sorbent nodes. Heat exchanger core metal nodes designate
the shell temperatures.
Bed Configuration
AVX = 375.0 is obtained by d i v i d i n g the shell area by sh e l l volume
ASX = AGX = 6.18 is obtained by d i v i d i n g shell area by bed volume
ASG = 700 for bulk packed 1/16 in., pellets,
•= 560 for same pellets in heat exchanger section
Heat Transfer Coefficients . . '
I. Sorbent to Gas
HSG = 20 during adsorption. This is obtained from the low Reynolds number
calculations of Pfeffer (Reference 4). The Nusselt number with a flow rate of
10.0 Ib/hr is about 8.2. With a gas phase thermal conductivity of 0.01475
R t~ 11
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HSG = Nu x k/d = 8.2 x 0.01475/0.00603 =20
During desorpt ion, the .thermal, .conduct i v i ty of the gas drops to.0.0022 Btu/hr
ft °F, (Reference 5). Thus,. HSG becomes > ' . . . • •
2.
HSG = 8.2 x 0.0022/0.00603 = 3.0
Sorbent to Shel1
The term HXS accounts for all heat exchange between the sorbent and the
canister wall. To make these calculations, the effective thermal conductivity
of the sorbent must be known. (This is also necessary for the term SK.)
P h i l l i p s (Reference 6) has obtained a/cor relation for bed thermal conductivity
as a function of the gas conditions as well as the sorbent. • • • - -
For the conditions here d u r i n g adsorption:
SK = 0.10 Btu/(sq ft)(hr)(°F/ft)
and for desorption,
SK = 0.08 Btu/(sq ft) (hr)(°F/ft)
bulk pack
The conductivity in the heater section is then estimated by using volume
weighted average of heater and sorbent conductivities. During adsorption.




The heat transfer coefficients are found by assuming a conductance path.
In the b u l k pack sections the path is taken as one-half the distance from
the canister w a l l to the center of the bed. This y i e l d s a coefficient during
adsorption of,
HXS = k/AX = 0.10/0.145 = 0.685
during desorption,
HXS = 0.08/0. 145 = 0.55
In the heat exchanger core the same conductance path was used. However, the
mixed AI-MS conductivity is used. During adsorption the coefficient becomes
HXS = I 1.6/0. 146 = 79.5
du r i n g desorption, the coefficient is






3. Gas to She! 1 ...
The gas to shell heat exchange accounts for 'a very small portion of the
total energy transfer. The coefficient is calculated throughout the canister
as the conductivity divided by the average heat path.
HXG = 0.01475/0. 146 = 0. 101
during desorption
HXG = 0.0022/0.146 = 0.0151
Diffusion Coefficients for COp in 5A and H20 in I3X
DIF = 4.0 x 10"^ throughout. No internal mass transfer resistance results
from the use of this size diffusion coefficient.
Mass-Transfer Coefficients
The following mass transfer coefficients are determined from test data
obtained at AiResearch.
I . Adsorpt ion






I . Sorbent Density
RH0S = 64 Ib/cu ft
2. Bulk Density
RH0SB = 45 Ib/cu ft in bulk pack







The following heat of adsorption data are calculated from e q u i l i b r i u m
isotherm data as described in (Reference 7).
DH = 400 for C02 on 5A (Btu/lb) • < : ' . .
DH = 1400 for H20 on I3X (Btu/lb). ' .
Equ i 1 ibr i urn Data . .
E q u i l i b r i u m data for H?0 - I3X and C0? -5A are fitted by equations and
are used in FUNCTION PKEQ.
Vacuum Duct and Gas Valve Characteristics
The gas^d i scharge capacity of the vacuum duct with, gas valve for the
Airlock molecular sieve system was f ound . to be approximated by 'the following
express ion :
W D ( P ) = n + L 7 6 /L96L76]
This equation is used in subroutine DESORB for the present simulation.
SUMMARY AND LISTING OF INPUT DATA
Summary of Input Data
A summary of the' input data for .the example problem is presented in
Figure 4-2. . ' . ,
Listings of the input and output data are given in the following pages.
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Main Program (S9950) " "
This.main program call s MADSOR to.perform one adsorption half-cycle
calculat ion.
Main Program (S995I)
This ma.in program c a l l s MDESOR to carry out one desorption half-cycle
calculation.
MADSOR (S9970)
This subroutine monitors the adsorption half-cycle calculations. It
prints the total quantities of molecular sieve and s i l i c a gel pellets in the
composite bed for input data check-out purposes. The routine, then, c a l l s
STARTA. The time increment size for the next time step is selected such that
TI and WI specified in the input data are satisfied. Subroutine ADSORB is
then called to advance one time step, new cabin P is calculated and the
L Urt
results are printed if this should be done according to NPRINT, and NSTART.
The program f.lpw chart is given in Figure 5-1.
STARTA (S9978) . " . . . - •-
Everything which stays constant throughout the entire adsorption half
cycle is evaluated in this subroutine. A, RS, CRI, CR2, CR3 are evaluated
in the subroutine.
ADSORB $9971)
This subprogram computes all the coefficients required in Equations (2-64)
through (2-69), solve for p 's first, followed by bed loadings, and temperatures.
K
A logic diagram of the subprogram is shown in Figure 5-2.
TS0RBA (S9977)
This routine solves Equation (2-32) for adsorption period sorbent tempera-
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Equation (2-33) is solved for coolant temperatures using the method
descr ibed by Equations (2-38) through (2-46) .
HXC0RE (S999I )
Equation (2-34) is solved for heat exchanger core temperatures using the
method described in Equations (2-38) through (2-46).
GASTA (S9976)
Equation (2-31) is used to obtain gas temperatures for the adsorption
period. Arguments of the subroutine are
CMR = process gas flow rate, Ib/hr
CPG = specific heat of process gas stream, Btu/(lb)(°F)
ABED = cross-sectional area, (sq ft)
NDXI = total number of a x i a l , nodes
TGI - process gas inlet temperature, °F
ASG = sorbent surface area per unit bulk volume, (sq ft)/(cu ft)
HSG - heat transfer coefficient between gas and sorbent, Btu/(sq
ft) (hr) (OF)
AXG = primary heat transfer area between heat exchanger and gas,
(sq ft)/(cu ft)
HXG = heat transfer coefficient between heat exchanger and gas,
Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (°F)
DX = axial increment size, ft
TG = gas temperature, °F
TS = sorbent temperature, °F
TX = heat exchanger temperature, °F
PRADSB (S9979)
This is the p r i n t routine for the adsorption program. A detailed
description of output variables was given in Section 3.
72-8786
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Page 70
Los Angeles, California
NASA CR-I12098
MDESOR (S9980) . ;
The routine controls desorption calculations much as MADSOR does the
adsorption counterpart. It c a l l s START, picks up a At, calls DESORB, PRDESB,
and stores temperatures.
START (S9988)
S i m i l a r to STARTA for the adsorption, this subroutine generates all the
coefficients which stay unchanged for the entire desorption half cycle.
PRDESB (S9989)
This is a print routine for the desorption program. For a; detailed
description of output variables, refer to Section 3.
DES0RB (S9985).
Heat and material balance equations for the desorption period are solved
by the method described in Section 2. The coefficients required in Equations
(2-48) through (2-62) are computed, the desorption pressure Equation (2-58)
i.s solved in double precision and these pressures are used to calculate new
bed loadings and temperatures. A logic flow chart for this subprogram is
given in Figure 5-3.
TS0RB (S9997)
This routine solves for sorbent temperature in the desorption period,'
using the method described by Equations (2-38) through (2-46).
CAST (S9986)
The routine solves Equation (2-31) for the desorption period gas
temperatures. Arguments of the subprogram are defined:
DX = axial increment size, ft
RH0G = density of vapor mixture, lb/(cu ft)
CPG = specific heat of vapor mixture, Btu/(lb)(°F)
U = linear velocity of vapor mixture, ft/hr
TS = sorbent temperature, °F • .
TX = heat exchanger temperature, °F
NDXI = total number of axial nodes
ASG = sorbent surface area per unit bulk volume, (sq ft)/(cu ft)
HSG = heat transfer coeffic lent.between gas and sorbent, Btu/(hr)
(sq f.t)(°F)
72-8786
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AXG = primary heat transfer area between heat exchanger and gas,
(sq ft)/(cu ft)
HXG = heat transfer coefficient between heat exchanger and gas,
Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F)
TG = gas temperature, °F
V0IDF = void fraction
PKEQ ($9992)
This function subprogram calculates the e q u i l i b r i u m C0? and H?0 vapor
pressures over the molecular sieve and desiccant sorbents, respectively.
Arguments of the function are
ID = control index, ID - I indicates C0? over molecular sieve
sorbent, ID = 2 indicates HLO over desiccant sorbent.
W = loading, 1b-sorbate/(1b-sorbent)
T = sorbent temperature, °F
IFN (S998I)
The function determines whether a given axial node belongs in the
molecular sieve bed or desiccant bed.
FDEQIM (S9984)
The routine solves a system of f i n i t e difference equations by the method
described by Equations (2-38) through (2-46).
FDEQ1D (S9985)
The subroutine is a double precision version of FDEQIM.
LAGIN2 ($9996)
This routine performs a Lagrangian polynomial interpolation. Arguments
variables are:
ID = in case of trouble, t h i s ID number w i l l be printed for program
checkout
X = independent variable
NP = number of tabulated pairs of data to be used
72-8786
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY "age /J
Los Angeles, California
NASA CR-I12098
ND = Number of points to be used in interpolation. For instance if
ND = 2, linear interpolation w i l l be used
X0 = value of independent variable X
Y0 = value of dependent variable corresponding to X0 (this is the
answer obtained by LAGIN2)
Y = dependent variable
72-8786
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PART II
MULTIPLE BED PROGRAM (MAIN4B)
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ff • P, • u \
—-—^ TJ S\ appearing in Equation (2-35),
V K ' g / Ref (1) (lb-mole)/(hr)(sq ft)
(mm Hg)
Temporary storage for DT, hr
Temporary storage for DT, hr
Cross-sect ional area of adsorbent bed, sq ft
External surface area of sorbent, sq f t / (cu ft of bed
Primary heat transfer area between heat exchanger and
gas stream, sq ft/cu ft of sorbent bed
Primary heat transfer area between heat exchanger and
sorbent, identical to a
' xg
Primary heat transfer area for coolant, sq ft /(cu ft
of coolant volume)
Average loading at each ax ia l node, (1b-sorbate)/( lb-
sorbent)
Average poisoning rate of molecular s ieves by HLO,
(lb-H20)/hr
Ave'rage C0? - loading of al l act ive molecular s ieve
sorbents, Ib-CO^/(1b-molecular s i e v e s )
Average outlet PH?O; mm Hg
Average C0? adsorption or desorpt ion rate, lb-C02/hr
Average H?0 adsorption or desorption rate, lb-H?0/hr
Average H_0- loading of desiccant sorbents, lb-H?0/
(1b-des i ccant)
Primary heat transfer area for heat exchanger, sq ft
plate area/(cu ft of metal )
^Referring to equations in Part I of this report.




























Descr i pt ion
Temporary variable used in simultaneous solution of
a system of finite difference equations. See
Equations (2-41 ) and (2-42), in Part I of this report.
Molal density of gas mixture, Ib moles/(cu ft)
Heat capacity of coolant, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Heat capacity of gas mixture, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Specific heat of adsorbed sorbate, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Specific heat of dry sorbent, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Sorbent specific heat, Btu/(lb)(°F)
Heat capacity of heat exchanger metal, Btu/°F)(lb)
Coefficients in equation
PC3 = rp I j. rp2 • P
At LK LK t + At
Coefficients in following equation which is merely
another form of Equation (2-28), in Part I of this
report.




Wk,M,(t + At) + CR3 ' (Wk,M,(t + At)
~
Wk, (M + l),(t + At))
Coeff ic ients in equation
Ts(t
 + A t ) - T s , t = D S + C S I ' P ( t + A t )
' ks, (t
 + At)
Cycle time per one adsorption or one desorption
half-cycle, hr
Coefficients in equation
C l ' W ( t ' + A t ) , ( M - l ) + C 2 ' W( t + AT) , M

































 P(t + At), (N-l) + C2P ' P(t -f At), N
+ C 3 P
 *
 P ( t
 + A t ) , ( N + l ) = D ' P
AH Heat of adsorpt ion at each node Btu/( lb adsorbed)
D Mass d i f f u s i v i t y of component k through the interior
of sorbent, sq ft/hr
Sorbent diameter, ft
Cabin C0? part ial pressure increase in one time
increment, mm Hg
See CSI
At Time increment, hr
Maximum al lowable time step s ize , usual ly 0 . O l . h r
for isothermal ana lys is and 0.005 hr for nonisotherma1
analys is
Time increment of previous computation step, hr
Maximum allowable time increment calculated from each
bed trans ient, hr
Size of interior sorbent volume elements, (cu ft)
Size of sorbent volume elements at surface and center
of spherical pellets, DVSI = 1/2 DVS, (cu ft)
Axial node dimension, ft
See Cl
See ClP
Coefficient in equation W, / • •> = Q. + 02 • P/ \
KS I L * Li t y I t "r* tJ t /
F Factor defined by Equation (2-17), a function of pressure
Molal flow rates of CO- and H-0, during desorption,










G M R I
G M R 2
GMR3

















Descr i pt i on
Mass f lux = uq . Pg, lb / (hr) (sq ft vo id area)
Mass t ransfer coe f f i c ien t between bulk stream and the
surface of adsorbent. Surface kinetic rate can be
incorporated in this coeff ic ient, Ib-mo1es/(hr)
(sq ft) (mm Hg)
Total mass flow rate, lb/(hr)
GMR for bed I, bed 2, bed 3 and bed 4, respect ively
Average molecular weight of process gas
N
GMW for bed I, bed 2, bed 3, and bed 4, r e spec t i ve ly
Heat transfer coeff icient between heat exchanger
pr imary plate and coolant, Btu/(sq f t ) ( °F) (h r )
Heat transfer coeff icient between sorbent and gas/
based on a , Btu/(sq f t ) ( °F) (hr )
Effect ive heat transfer coeff ic ient between heat
exchanger pr imary plate and sorbent, Btu/(sq ft)
(°F)(hr)
Same as HTRl if IST0PC = 0. This variable is
used in program
Elect r ic heater power read-in for each node, Btu/hr
Heat transfer coeff ic ient between heat exchanger
primary plate and gas stream, Btu/(sq f t) (°F) (hr )•
Storage var iable for all the 'integer var iables
character iz ing desiccant bed configurations, such
as NPSET, NDR4, etc
Index ident i fy ing sorbent used for each node; I = 5A,
2 = S.G. 3 = 13 X, 4 = 4A, 5 = 3A
Storage var iab le for the control integer var iables























Algebraic . Descr iption . .
Storage variable for all the integer variables • •
characterizing molecular sieve bed configurations,
such as NPSET, NDR4, etc .
Control index showing a v a i l a b i l i t y of coolant and
heat, if IST0PC ^ 0, WC =0, HTR = 0, SABC02 = 0
Integer indicating whether a bed exists. KBED (3) = 0
means bed 3 does not exist
Number of cycles to be run .before assessment of water
poisoning effects
Number of cycles to be run after node adjustment for
effects of water-poisoning
Molal rate of mass transfer into bulk gas stream/unit
bed volume, Ib-moles per (cu ft of bed) (hr); see
Equation (2-15), in Part I of this report.
Interior node corresponding to the surface of pellet
Integer control variable, if NB0UT = 2, the outlet
manifold pressure is specified as a function of time;
NB0UT = I, the manifold pressure is computed from
vacuum duct resistance
Number of complete adsorption-desorption cycles from
beginning of run
Total number of complete adsorption-desorption cycle
calculations desired
Integer denoting total number of radial sorbent
pellet nodes (interior nodes)
If = I, internal At calculations. If = 2, fixed
At's in program w i 1 1 be used
Integer denoting total number of molecular sieve nodes
• ' . ' • . . Integer denoting number of active molecular sieve modes,
i.e., (NDXM-NDXMAX) represents the number of molecular
sieve nodes which have been inactivated by water
poisoning





























Algebra ic Descr iption
NHALF = I, beds I and 2 are adsorbing, beds 3 and 4
are desorbing;
NHALF = 2, beds I and 2 are desorbing, and beds 3
and A are adsorbing
Node to which coolant is added
Number of time steps elapsed since last printout
Integer control variable which determines the frequency
of printout occurrence; e.g., if NPRINT = 5, printout
occurs after every five time steps
Integers which denote the nodes to which tabulated
vacuum history is applicable
Integer denoting the cycle from which on bed perfor-
mance w i l l be printed at frequency specified by NPRINT
NSTART for the NCTl run
NSTART for the NCT2 run
Integer control variable; if NTEMP = 0, the energy
equations w i l l be ignored and bed temperatures set
equal to TCIN; if NTEMP ? 0, heat balances w i l l be
performed
Bed total pressure during adsorption, mm Hg
Cabin pressure, mm Hg
PA for bed I, bed 3, bed 3 and bed A, respectively
C02-accumulator pressure, psia
C0? partial pressure in cabin^ mm Hg
C0? partial pressure at adsorption bed inlet, mm Hg •










Algebra !c Descript ion
Coeff ic ients in equation for desorption pressure
. N " Pt, N






























HpO partial pressure in the cabin, mm Hg
Inlet H?0 partial pressure,, mm Hg
PH20I for bed I, 2, 3 and 4, respectively
p ' X, ; partial pressure of component k in bulk gas
K
stream, mm Hg
PK for bed I, 2, 3 and k, respectively
'N 'partial pressure for overboard loss computation
PN2 for bed \ , - 2 , 3 and U, respectively
10 tabulated desorption outlet pressures at TIMET,
mm Hg
0, partial pressure for overboard loss calculations
P02 for bed I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively


































Total pressure in bulk gas stream, mm Hg
PT for bed I, 2, 3 and 4, respectively






+ P3 . P
sb
Temporary variable like B. See 'equations (2-43) and
(2-44), Ref (I)
Variable equivalent to TGI, PH20II, etc
Variable equivalent to TG2, PH20I2, etc
Variable equivalent to TG3, PH20I3, etc
Variable equivalent to TG4, PH20I4, etc
Rate of CO. generation in cabin, Ib C0? per hr
Storage variable for real variables characterizing
desiccant bed configuration
Storage variable for real variables characterizing
desiccant bed adsorption half cycle transfer processes
Similar to RDBA for desorption half-cycles
"Gas constant, 554 (mm Hg) (cu f t)/(! b-mole) (°R)
Coolant density, lb/(cu ft)
Gas dens ity, lb/(cu ft)
Sorbent density, lb/(cu ft particle)
Sorbent bulk density, lb/(cu ft bed volume)
HX core metal density, lb/(cu ft)





FORTRAN Algebraic Description .
RMAIN Real variable equivalent to WM, CYCLED etc., which
are common to all beds
RMB Storage variable for real variables characterizing
molecular sieve bed configuration, such as ABED, AVC,
etc.
RMBA Storage variable for real variables characterizing
molecular sieve bed transfer processes during adsorp-
tion half cycles, such as HXG, HXS, etc.
RMBD S i m i l a r to RMBA for desorpt.ion half cycles
RS r Averaqe particle radius found from p . and a .fts a r i-gb
 5g>
RSI Radius of spherical surface'separating two interior
sorbent volume elements, ft
SABC0S A permanent storage for SABC02
SABC02 Rate of C0? intake by a Sabatier reactor or equivalent,
Ib/hr
SK k Effective thermal conductivity of sorbent bed,
S


















Identical w i th T268, inlet coolant temperature, °F
Initial TC for bed I, 2, 3 and 4, respect ively
Coolant temperature at time, t - At
































Algebra ic Description ;
Coolant temperature at time, t - 2At
TC2 for bed I, 2, 3 and 4, respectively
Gas temperature, °F
Cabin temperature, °F
Maximum allowable temperature at molecular sieve bed
inlet, above which an intercooler w i l l be used to
lower it to TGHX, °F
Inlet gas temperature for adsorption cycle, °F
TGI for bed I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively
TG for bed I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively
Maximum temperature change allowable per time
increment in selecting At, °F
Time from beginning of each adorption or desorption
period, hr
Maximum desorption time beyond which IST0PC w i l l be
set equal to I, hr.
Time above in minutes
10 times at which P0UT are tabulated, hr
Thermal conductivity of heat exchanger core metal,
Btu/(hr) (sq ft) (°F/ft)
Maximum allowable sorbent temperature, above which
heater w i l l be shut off, °F










































Total heat added/removed by coolant; Btu
Total amount of H?0 adsorbed since beginning of
adsorption period, Ib
Total KWH of electric power used by desorbing beds, KWH
Sorbent temperature, °F
I n i t i a l sorbent temperatures for bed I, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively
Sorbent temperature at time t - (At), °F
TSI for bed I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively
Sorbent temperature at time t-2 (At), °F
TS2 for bed I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively
Heat exchanger core metal temperature, °F
I n i t i a l TX for bed I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively
Heat exchanger core metal temperature at time
t - (At), °F
TXI for bed I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively
Heat exchanger core metal temperature at time
t-2 (At), °F

































Descr i pt ion
Inlet coolant temperature, °F
Coolant velocity, ft/hr
Interstitial gas velocity, i.e., true gas velocity,
ft/hr
COp-accumul ator volume, cu ft
Total bulk volume of molecular sieve sorbents, cu ft
Void fraction of bed
Cabin volume for atmosphere, cu ft; use V0LCAB = 1
for constant PC02C
^
Vacuum pump displacements tabulated at pressure ratios
PUMP, cfm
Volume of a single sorbent pellet, cu ft
Total bulk volume of desiccants, cu ft
Local loading of component k in sorbent, Ib sorbate
k/lb sorbent
Coolant flow rate actually used in program, Ib/hr
Coolant flow rate inputted, Ib/hr
A function of pressure which represents the capacity
of vacuum duct at duct inlet pressure of P mm, Ib/hr
Maximum loading change allowable per time increment
in select ing At, Ib/lb
Molecular weight of component K. K = I and 2
Temporary storage variable for W
Total weight of active molecular seive sorbents, Ib
Total weight of molecular sieve sorbents, Ib
Total weight of desiccants, Ib







Algebraic Descr i pt ion
Mole fraction of component k in gas stream k = I
<
 refers to C02 in molecular sieve bed gas stream,
and K = 2 refers to H?0 in desiccant bed gas stream
Distance from moelcular sieve bed end, ft
Any of bed properties, T , T , W., T , T







M Radial location index for sorbent interior nodes
N Axial location index
s Surface of sorbent
s Sorbent














The AiResearch composite sorbent bed program S9960 (Part I of this report)
was developed for analyzing vacuum-dump sorbent bed systems such as the RCRS
(Regenerative Carbon Dioxide Removal System) for the Apollo Applications
Program and the Airlock Program. More complicated systems are required for
longer mission applications in which H^O; CO^j or both mus.t be saved. To
accommodate more complex systems, program S9960 has been modified and expanded.
The new program is identified as MAIN4B and w i l l now accommodate 4-bed/H?0-
save-CO?-dump and 4-bed/H?0-save-CO?-dump configurations as well as the orig-
inal 2-bed/vacuum-dump configuration. A typical 4-bed thermal-swing system
that uses coolant is shown in Figure 6-1.
Computational schemes of program MAIN4B are basically the same as those
of program S9960, although modifications have been made and a number of new
features added. These changes are described in Section 7, Technical Descrip-
tion.
The most significant new feature of program MAIN4B is prediction of the
effects of coadsorption of water, C0?, oxygen, and nitrogen on the system
beds. The gradual b u i l d u p of water on the CO- removal bed has a pronounced
effect of lowering the adsorption efficiency of that bed. Methods have been
incorporated into MAIN4B to quantitatively predict this coadsorption effect.
Also important is that coadsorption of atmospheric gases, oxygen and nitrogen,
leads to loss of the gases overboard from a vehicle when vacuum-dump systems
are employed. The rate of loss of these gases is estimated as a function of
process conditions.
PROGRAM INPUT •
The input to MAIN4B is by means of eleven namelists. The l i s t s include
i n i t i a l conditions, bed sizes, mass and heat transfer coefficients, etc.
However, e q u i l i b r i u m data of various sorbate-sorbent pairs are all contained
in subroutines EQPWT and FC0AD in the form of data statements. These may
have to be changed if better data become available.
PROGRAM OUTPUT
Printed pages are the only output from the program. The output provides
the following:
(a) Bed s i ze
(b) Est imated overboard gas losses
72-8786
























(c) Temperatures . '
(d) Sorbate loadings
(e) Average sorbate loadings
(f) Average adsorpt ion/desorpt ion rates
(g) Heat provided by e lec t r i c heater and coolant
(h) Sorbate par t ia l pressures
(i) Desorption pressures
(j) CCL-accumulator pressure and volume
The bed s i zes and overboard gas losses are pr inted again af ter bed s i z e s
are adjusted to account for water poisoning ef fects .
PROGRAM OPTIONS






(a) Degree of poisoning known
(b) Degree of poisoning to be found by the program and bed sizes
adjusted accordingly
I n d i v i d u a l Sorbent Bed Options
(a) Isothermal operation with the bed temperature specified
(b) Adiabatic operation
(c) Thermal swing operation with hot and cold coolant
(d) Thermal swing operation with an electric heater
(e) Different sorbent and bed properties for different axial nodes
(f) Desorption pressure specified as a function of time for up to
three axial locations
72-8786
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Pa9e '". . , • . . .
Los Angeles. California
NASA CR-I12098
(g) Desorpt ion bed out let pressure computed from vacuum duct and pump
character is t i cs
(h) Desorption bed out let pressure computed from input pump cha rac te r i s t i cs
and CCL accumulator pressure.
(i) Use of a constant pressure type C0?-accumulator
(j) Use of a constant volume type C0?-accumu1ator
72-8786






The technical description of program MAIN4B includes only the new features
which have been added to program S9960. Basic heat and mass transfer models
used in the program were described in Part I of this report.
VACUUM DUCT CHARACTERIZATION
In program S9960, an empirical correlation between duct i n l e t pressure
and throughput was used to predict bed outlet pressures during desorption. As
the correlation was based on conditions which are not universally valid,a gener-
a l l y applicable method was developed for the new program, MAIN4B.
In the modified analysis^ the boundary condition is treated in a more
general and rigorous fashion. Volumetric flow at the outlet face of the bed
is calculated from pump displacement and flow conductance of the vacuum duct
by .
SP C
I + 0 . 1 8 1 I",
av
where S = volumetric flow rate at the bed outlet, liters/sec
S = pump displacement, a function of pump inlet pressure, liters/sec
C = duct conductance, liters/sec
The duct conductance is calculated by
1
o p D* /rv5\/-r\2 I +0.147 (^ P
C . 3.269 x ,0-2 -S*- * 3.8, (f )(j) - U/, 3" (7-2
where P _ = average duct pressure, torrs
D = duct diameter, cm
L = duct length, cm
M = molecular weight
T = temperature, °K
T] = v i s c o s i t y , poise
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The characteristics of the vacuum pump used in Airlock Regenerative
Carbon Dioxide Removal System qualification tests are used in the DESORB sub-
routine. The data statements characterizing the pump can be easily changed
for different pumps. In the case of space vacuum, the pump displacements can
be set to a r b i t r a r i l y large quantities to simulate the almost un l i m i t e d capacity
of space. The duct diameter and length set in DES0RB can also be changed for
different configurations.
PUMPING INTO A CO -ACCUMULATOR
For a CO -save system, MAIN4B allows the user to specify pump character-
istics in the form of displacements vs pressure ratios - VPUMP vs PUMP. The
li n e pressure drop is neglected in this case and the boundary condition used






where f = void fraction
A = cross-sectional area of bed
F = bed resistance defined in Part I of this report
p = pressure, mm Hg
X = axial distance, ft
V = pump displacement, (cu ft)/hr
ENERGY EQUATION FOR HEAT EXCHANGER CORE METAL WITH EMBEDDED ELECTRIC HEATER
Program MAIN4B allows for the use of electric heaters embedded in heat
exchanger metal. The new energy equation incorporating the heater is
/c . p \ |ix . a_ (K ii*Ua . L (T _Ty px rx/ 8t Sx y x BX / vx [ xs \ s
h / T - T \ + h / T - T H + Q (7-4)
.. xg I g xJ xc I c x J ^v
where the heat source Q is the heater capacity in Btu/(cu ft of HX metal)
WATER POISONING OF SORBENT
Effects of the poisoning of molecular sieve sorbents 5A and |3X by water
are shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. These data are set up in subroutine FC0AD,
.in the form of H20 loading vs C02 capacity as a fraction of dry sbrbent capacity.
Expansion of the b u i l t - i n data to include coadsorption data for other sorbents
can be easily done whenever such data become available.
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Overboard gas losses are estimated by assuming that, for molecular sieve
sorbents 5A and I3X, the percentage reduction in capacity due to water poison-
ing is the same for C02, N2 and 02-
MAIN PROGRAM MAIN4B
The main program MAIN4B was written for a typical C^-h^O-save thermal
swing 4-bed system, depicted in Figure 6-I. A logic diagram of the program
is shown in Figure 7-3. The program first determines the amount of water
accumulated in each bed during the first NCTl cycles.
In the input data, NDXM and NDXMAC for each bed are selected so that the
COp sorbent nodes which may potentially be poisoned in NCTl cycles are assigned
as desiccant nodes. This results in a desiccant section greater, and a C02~
sorbent section smaller, than the actual sizes. The program is run for NCT|
cycles to let water accumulate in the back end of the desiccant'section, which
in actuality is the front end of the C02~section. This method predicts s l i g h t l y
less than actual performance of the (^-removal bed. However, in the first
half of the run, i.e., for the first NCTl cycles, only the desiccant bed per-
formance is of primary interest, and an approximate simulation of the COp bed
should suffice in estimating bed poisoning.
At the end of the NCT| cycles, during which period the accumulation of
water in the front part of the COp-bed has been established, the effective dry
sorbent quantity for C02 adsorption is found for each desiccant node, using
the data presented in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. The total of all these equivalent
dry sorbent weights is added to the C02-sorbent section by resetting NDXM and
NDXMAC. In case a non-integral number of desiccant nodes results, desiccant
densities are adjusted to keep the total weight unchanged. Mass diffusivity,
mass transfer coefficient and heat of adsorption (DIF, GK, DH) for the reassigned
nodes are set to those of node No. |.
After the resetting of the beds, the program is run for additional NCT2
cycles to establish the COo removal performance of the bed with the degree of
poisoning established in the first stage of the run. NCT2 is selected just
large enough to give a stabilized solution.
In Figure 7-3, the 4-bed performance prediction is performed by the opera-
tions enclosed in the broken-line rectangle, which are shown in the right hand
portion of the figure.
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All data required for program execution are inputted via eleven namelists.
The following paragraphs describe the function of each namelist and define
parameters/variables in, the namelists. .
Function of Various Namelists
Parameters defining the system and execution mode, common to all the
beds, are contained in the namelist 'MAIN'. These include, among others,
molecular weights of sorbates, half-cycle time, C0?-accumulator volume, and
number of cycles to be run before the effect of water-poisoning w i l l be
evaluated.
I n i t i a l conditions, gas flow rates, P and P for each bed are included
2 2
in namelists 'BIM', 'B2M', B3M', and 'B4M', respectively.
Desiccant bea characteristics, such as bed and sorbent sizes, various
areas, sorbent-type used for each node, desorption mode to be used, etc.,
make up the namelist 'DB1.
Data characterizing desiccant bed mass and heat transfer processes, are
included in 'DBA' for the adsorption half-cycle and 'DBD' for the desorption
half-cycle.
Similarly, corresponding data for the molecular sieve beds are contained
in the namelists 'MB', 'MBA' and 'MBD1
Input Va r i a b l e Lists and Definition
I. Namelist MAIN
Fortran Symbol Defi n i tion
WM(2) Adsorbate molecular weight; eg.,
WM( I) = (C02), WM(2) = I8(H20)
CYCLE Cycle time per one adsorption or one
desorption, period, hr
DTMAX Maximum allowable time step size, usually
0.01 hr for isothermal analysis and 0.005
hr for nonisothermal analysis
WI Maximum loading change allowable per time
increment in selecting At, Ib/lb
72-8786


















Maximum temperature change allowable per
time increment in selecting At, °F
I n i t i a l CO- partial pressure in cabin, mm Hg
Cabin volume for atmosphere, cu ft; use
20
V0LCAB =10 , for constant PC02C
Rate of COp generation in cabin, Ib C0?
per hr
Integer control variable which determines
frequency of printout occurrence; e.g., if
NPRINT - 2, printout occurs after every two
time steps
If NDTC0N = I, At w i l l be selected such
that AT = TI, AW = WI for time step; if
NDTC0N = 2, AT's as set in program w i l l be
used
Integer control variable; if NTEMP ~ 0,
isothermal analysis; the energy equations
are ignored, and the bed temperature is set
equal to TCIN. If NTEMP ^ = 0 , non isothermal
ana lys i s
Cabin temperature, °F
Cabin pressure, mm Hg
Cabin p _, mm HgH20
Maximum temperature allowable for C0?-beds
inlet gas, if the temperature is exceeded,
a gas cooler w i l l be employed to lower the
temperature to TGHX.
C02 accumulator pressure, for a fixed
volume type,~ psia
COp accumulator volume for a fixed pressure
type, cu ft
C02 flow-rate to Sabatier reactor, Ib C02/hr.








Index indicating whether a bed exists.

















If TIMEDS<CYCLE, heat is available only
during TIMEDS of the desorption half-cycle,
beyond TIMEDS hot coolant, electric heater
w i l l be shut off.
Total number of complete adsorption-desorp-
tion cycle calculations desired before
effects of bed-poisoning w i l l be assessed
and bed sized adjusted accordingly to pre-
dict bed performance.
Cycle at which print-out w i l l be started
for the aforementioned run.
Total number of complete adsorption-
desorption cycle calculations desired after
bed adjustments for poisoning.
Cycle at which print-out . w i 1 1 be started
for the run with adjustments for poisoning.
Def i n i tion
Bed No. I total pressure, mm Hg
Bed No. I i n i t i a l sorbent temperature, °F
Bed No. I i n i t i a l coolant temperature, °F
Bed No. I i n i t i a l HX metal temperature, °F
Bed No. I i n i t i a l sorbate loading, 1st
subscript denoting sorbent interior radial
nodes; 2nd subscript denoting axial nodes;
Ib sorbate/lb dry sorbent.
Bed No. I process gas flow rate, Ib/hr
Bed No. I process gas molecular weight
Bed No. I N? partial pressure, mm Hg





























Bed No. 2 total pressure, mm Hg
Bed No. 2 i n i t i a l sorbent temperature, °F
Bed No. 2 i n i t i a l coolant temperature, °F
Bed No. 2 i n i t i a l HX metal temperature, °F
Bed No. 2 i n i t i a l sorbate loading, 1st
subscript denoting sorbent interior radial
nodes; 2nd subscript denoting axial nodes;
Ib sorbate/lb dry sorbent.
Bed No. 2 process gas flow rate, Ib/hr
Bed No. 2 process gas molecular weight
Bed No. 2 N~ partial pressure, mm Hg
Bed No. 2 CL partial pressure, mm Hg
Def i n i tion
Bed No. 3 total pressure, mm Hg
Bed No. 3 i n i t i a l sorbent temperature, °F
Bed No. 3 i n i t i a l coolant temperature, °F
Bed No. 3 i n i t i a l HX metal temperature, °F
Bed No. 3 i n i t i a l sorbate loading, Ist
subscript denoting sorbent interior radial
nodes, 2nd subscript denoting axial nodes,
Ib sorbate/lb dry sorbent.
Bed No. 3 process gas flow rate, Ib/hr.
Bed No. 3 process gas molecular weight.
Bed No. 3 N~ partial pressure, mm Hg.

























Def in i t ion
Bed No. 4 adsorption cycle total pressure,
mm Hg
Bed No. 4 i n i t i a l sorbent temperature, °F
Bed No. 4 i n i t i a l coolant temperature, °F
Bed No. 4 i n i t i a l HX metal temperature, °F
Bed No. 4 i n i t i a l sorbate loading, 1st
subscript denoting sorbent interior radial
nodes, 2nd subscript denoting axial nodes;
Ib sorbate/lb dry sorbent.
Bed No. 4 process gas flow rate, Ib/hr.
Bed No. 4 process gas molecular weight.
Bed No. 4 adsorption cycle N? partial
pressure, mm Hg.
Bed No. 4 adsorption cycle 0? partial
pressure, mm Hg.
Defi n i t ion
Sorbent bed cross-section area normal to
flow of process gas, sq ft
Primary heat exchanger plate area per u n i t
volume of coolant held up in HX, sq ft/
(cu ft)
Heat exchanger pr imary area per unit volume
sorbent bed, sq f t / (cu ft)
Identical to ASX
Primary heat exchanger plate area per
unit volume of heat exchanger core metal,
sq f t / (cu f t )
























Sorbent bulk density, !b/(cu ft) . . . .
Sorbent particle density, lb/(cu ft)
Coolant density, lb/(cu ft)
Heat exchanger metal density, lb/(cu ft)
Specific heat of the process gas, Btu/
Coolant specific heat, Btu/(lb) (°F)
Heat exchanger specific heat, Btu/(°F)(lb)
Specific heat of dry sorbent, Btu/(lb)(°F)
Axial node dimension, ft
Denotes nodes to which vacuum is applied
Integer denoting total number of radial
sorbent pellet nodes ( inter ior 'nodes)
Integer denoting number of active molecular
sieve nodes, i.e., (NDXM - NDXMAC) represents
the number of molecular sieve nodes which
have been inactivated by water poisoning
Integer control variable; NBC0UT = I,
vacuum duct is simulated; NBC0UT = 2,
pressures are set as functions of time at
nodes NPSET( l~3) ; NBC0UT = 3, 4, C02 save
system with pump characteristics inputted;
fixed volume CO -accumulator used for
NBC0UT = 3,fixed pressure accumulator for
NBC0UT =4
Integer denoting total number of axial nodes
Integer denoting total number of modecular
sieve nodes
Node to which coolant is added
10 pairs of exit pressure vs time data to
be used if NBCOUT = 2; POUT = vacuum end











10 pairs of pressure ratios vs volumetric
displacements to be used for NBC0UT = 3 or 4;
PUMP = pump outlet to pump inlet pressure
ratio; VPUMP = volumetric displacements,
cfm.
Index identifying sorbent used for each
node; .1 = 5A, 2 = S.G., 3 = I3X, 4 = 4A,
5 = 3A.
















Def i n i ti on
Heat transfer coefficient, heat exchanger
to process gas, Btu/(sq ft) (°F) (hr)
Heat transfer coefficient, heat exchanger
to sorbent, Btu/(sq ft)(hr)(°r")
Heat transfer coefficient, heat exchanger
to coolant Btu/(sq ft)(hr)(°F)
Heat transfer coefficient, sorbent to gas,
Btu/(hr)(s.q ft)(°F)
Effective sorbent thermal conductivity,
Btu/(hr) (sq ft) (°F/ft)
Heat exchanger metal thermal conductivity,
TKX (K) denotes that between node K-I and
node K, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F/ft)
Differential heat of adsorption, Btu/(lb
adsorbed)
Internal diffusivity, sq ft/hr
External surface mass transfer coefficient,
lb-mol/(hr)(sq ft)(mm Hg)
Coolant i n l e t temperature, °F . .






TMAX . Maximum metal temperature, above which heater
wi 11 be shutt off, °F.
WC Coolant flow rate, Ib/hr.
8. Namelist DBD
Parameters characterizing various transfer processes in desorption cycles
are contained in this namelist. The l i s t is identical to DBA and w i l l be
given below without definition.
HXG (20), HXS(20), HXC(20), HSG(20), SK (20), TKX (20), DH (20),
DIP (20), GK (20), TCIN, HTR (20), TMAX, WC
9. Namelist MB
This namelist comprises the characteristics of C02 beds 2 and 4.
The l i s t is identical to DB and w i l l be given below without definition.
ABED (20), AVC (20), ASX (20), AGX (20), AXC (20), AVX (20), RH0G (20),
RH0SB (20), RH0S (20), RH0C (20), RH0X (20), GPG (20), CPC (20),
CPX (20), CPP (20), DX, NPSET (3), NDR4, NDXMAC, NBC0UT, NDXl,
NDXM, NOG, P0UT (10), TIMET (10), PUMP (10), VPUMP(IO), IDS0RB(20),,
CPL (2), DP (20)
10. Namelist MBA
This namelist comprises the data characterizing various transport
processes for C02 beds 3 and 4 adsorption cycles. The l i s t is identical to
DBA and w i l l be given without definition.
HXG (20), HXS (20), HXC (20), HSG (20), SK (20), TKX (20), DH (20),
DIP (20), GK (20), TCIN, HTR (20), TMAX, WC
I I. Namelist MBD
This l is t is equivalent to MBA for desorption cyc les .
HXG (20), HXS (20), HXC (20), HSG (20), SK (20), TKX (20), DH (20),
DIP (20), GK (20) , TCIN, HTR (20) , TMAX, WC'
EXECUTION CHARACTERISTICS
Storage Requirement
The present program requires a 28,400 word storage on the Univac 1108
computer.
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With the Univac 1108 computer and using a total of 20 nodes for all
four beds, the ratio of real time to computer time is roughly 130 to I.
Accuracy/Vali di ty
The single bed program S9960 was tested on the regenerable C02 removal
systems for AAP and Airlock applications and has proved to be quite accurate
in performance predictions. It is reasonable to assume that the expanded
version, MAIN4B, should be able to predict the performance of a 4-bed-CO?-
HpO-save system equally well, as the basic models employed in both pro-
grams are identical.
Program Limitations
Although the present program was intended to be as general as feasible,
the basic system configuration as shown in Figure 6-1 was assumed in writing
the main program MAIN4B. Should the coolant hook-up be different from the
arrangement depicted in the schematic, the main program must be modified.
The work involved should be minimal, however.
Another l i m i t a t i o n is that the program uses the b u i l t - i n e q u i l i b r i u m
data of subroutine EQPWT, which represents the best data available at AiResearch
at the moment. As better data become available, the subroutine has to be
modified. Also pure N? and pure 0« data are employed by the program in esti-
mating overboard gas losses. Should expanded N? - 0? coadsorption data become
available, some modifications w i l l be required in the estimation.
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Two example runs are presented in this section: a performance prediction
for a A-bed-COp-HpO save system; and demonstration of the program to account
for the coadsorption of C02 with H-O. Program input and output data are
i ncluded.
Example run no. I is presented on page UA and example run no. 2 is
presented on page 165.
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EXAMPLE RUN NO. I
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EXAMPLE RUN NO. I .
The f i rs t example to be presented is the performance prediction for a
4-bed-C09-H?0 save system. This example is very s im i la r to the one shown
in Figure 6-1, except that temperature swings of the C0? beds are controlled
electr ical ly, and an intercooler is used to precool the C02-bed inlet gas
stream to 50°F.
Input data required are given as Figure 9-1 . .These data are printed by
the program in the namelist format for input data checking. It should be
noted that since no coolant is used in the sorbent beds of the present system,
coolant-related data are unimportant for the run. As vacuum dumping is not
used for sorbent regeneration, there should be no overboard gas losses, and
-20
so PN2I , P02I, PN22, P022, etc., are set to 10 . (Setting these to zero
causes some problems.)
After the print ing of the input data, the program then gives sorbent
quantit ies and estimated gas losses for each bed, as shown in Figure 9-2.
The program is run wi th NCTl=6 and NSTl=6 and printing star ts at the
6th cycle. The print-out at the end of the second, half of the 6th cycle is
presented in Figure 9-3 for all four beds. Beds 3 and 4 have been adsorbing
and beds I and 2 have been desorbing. A constant pressure type C0?-accumulator
is used for the system and the accumulator volume at the moment is printed
wi th bed 2 outputs.

























































































































































































Fiijurc 9-1. Input: D^ita for Example Run No. I
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.00000000+00."
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BULK VOLUME OF C02 SQRBENT (CU FT) .0000
WEIGHT OF C02 SORBENT (LB ) -0000
WEIGHT OF ACTIVE C02 SORBENT (LB) .0000
BULK VOLUME OF DESICCANT (CU FT) 1.2500
WEIGHT OF DESICCANT (LB) 56.2500
ESTIMATED CABIN GAS LOSSES
NITROGEN LOSS CLB/HR) .0000
OXYGEN LOSS (LB/HR) .0000
Figure 9-2. Sorbent Bed Size and Gas Loss
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BULK VOLUME OF C02 SORBENT (CU FT) 1-0000
WEIGHT OF C02 SORBENT (LB) 37,0000
WEIGHT OF ACTIVE C02 SORBENT (LB) 37,0000
BULK VOLUME OF DESICCANT (CU FT)
WEIGHT OF DESICCANT (LB)
.0000
.0000













BULK VOLUME OF C02 SQRBENT (CU FT) .0000
WEIGHT OF C02 SORBENT (LB) -0000
WEIGHT OF ACTIVE C02 SORBENT (LB) -0000
BULK VOLUME OF OESICCANT (CU FT) 1.250Q
WEIGHT OF DESICCANT (LB) 56,2500













BULK VOLUME OF C02 SORBENT (CU FT) ' 1.0000
WEIGHT OF C02 SORBENT (LB) 37-0000
WEIGHT OF ACTIVE C02 SORBENT (LB> 37.0000
BULK VOLUME OF DESICCANT (CU FT) -0000
WEIGHT OF DESICCANT (LB) .0000
ESTIMATED CABJN GAS LOSSES
NITROGEN LOSS (LB/HR) -0000
OXYGEN LOSS (L,B/HR> -0000
Figure 9-2. (Continued)
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EXAMPLE RUN NO. 2
In the second example, the capability of the program to account for the
coadsorption of C0_ with HLO is demonstrated. To utilize this capability,
the program must be run in two stages. In the first stage, the program is
run for NCTl cycles to establish the amount of water accumulated in a sorbent,
bed after NCTl cycles of operation. The quantity of C0?-sorbent equivalent
to the coadsorption capacity of the desiccant bed is then added to the original
CO^-sorbent, and the program rerun for NCT2 cycles to obtain the performance
of the bed at NCTl cycles from the beginning, accounting for the coadsorption
effect.
In the present example, the Airlock RCRS performance is simulated at
2-days into a mission. The accumulation of H?0 is established by running the
program for 96 cycles (half-cycle being 15 minutes), deliberately using an
over-sized desiccant section. Pertinent data required for the run are given
in Figure 9-4. A total of 18 nodes are used, nine being C0? sorbents. The
s p l i t of sorbents for C0? and HLO is given in Figure 9-5. The program is run
for 96 complete cycles (NCTl=96), the coadsorption capacity of the desiccant
for C0_ is calculated at the water loadings prevailing and sorbent bed sizes
adjusted accordingly. The new bed sizes are shown in Figure 9-6. The
performance of the new bed is then obtained by running the program for 14
complete cycles (NCT2 = I4). Print-outs at the adsorption and desorption end
of the 14th cycle are shown in Figures 9-7 and 9-8. The adsorption half-cycle
performance computed by the program is compared with test data (Reference 8)
in Figure 9-9. The output Prn 's as predicted by the program matches the testLUrt
results reasonably we l1 ; the inlet P
 n 's as shown are quite dif ferent; however,LU2
a material balance of the system indicates that the test data are in error,
possibly caused by instrumentation 1ine leakage. Figure 9-10 compares the
desorption pressures computed by the program with test data. The match is
good.
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BULK VOLUME OF C02 SORBENT CCU FT) .1978
WEIGHT OF C02 SORBENT CLB) 7.6191
WEIGHT OF ACTIVE C02 SORBENT (LB) 7-6191
BULK VOLUME OF OESICCANT <cu FT) ,2132
WEIGHT OF DESICCANT (LB) 9.1663













BULK VOLUME OF C02 SORBENT (CU FT) .1452
WEIGHT OF C02 SORBENT UB> 9,2227
WEIGHT OF ACTIVE C02 SORBENT <LB) 9-2227
SULK VOLUME OF DESICCANT (CU FT) .1658
WEIGHT OF DESJCCANT < i _ B > 7.5627
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_ O= BED INLET COMP'D .
A- BED OUTLET COMP'D




O = NODE 5 COMP'D
A= NODE 12 COMP'D
D= NODE 18 COMP'D
~= TEST DATA
6 8 10 . 12 IA 16
ADSORPTION TIME, MIN
S-70266
Figure 9-9. Comparison of Computed Adsorption Cycle Performance








O= BACK OF BED COMP'D
A= NODE 10 COMP'D
D= FRONT FACE COMP'D
~ = TEST DATA
6 8 1 0
DESORPTION TIME, MIN.
Figure 9-10. Comparison of Computed Desorption Pressures wi th
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descriptions of newly developed subprograms for
is referred to the original single bed program
This appendix contains
program MAIN4B. The. reader r rrea LU ri ungi i a i  o a pro
S9960 (Part I of this report) for the description of the old subprograms
ADS0RB
Adsorption/gas stripping subroutine. Refer to Part I of this report.
BED4
The creation of this subroutine was necessitated by the i m p r a c t i c a b i l i t y
of transferring all the bed data required in various subroutines, from one
subroutine to another. There are a maximum of four beds in the system, and
these data must be stored in different locations. A primary function of BED4
is to transfer the bed data stored under dummy bed variables RDB, IDB, RMB,
etc., to the actual variables used in adsorption/desorption subroutines, such as
TG, ABED, etc., and vice versa. A logic diagram of BED4 is given in Figure A-I.
It is apparent that, in addition to storage transfers, the subroutine controls
various options and printouts.
DES0RB
This subroutine performs vacuum desorption calculations and is an
expanded version of the orig i n a l subroutine S9983.
The new version uses a more generally applicable analysis of the vacuum
duct, and for a CO -save system, vacuum pump characteristics can be inputted.
EQPWT
This is a new e q u i 1 i b r i u r n data subroutine, which uses a two dimensional
interpolation scheme to find the e q u i l i b r i u m pressure or loading corresponding
respectively to a given set of loading and temperature or pressure and temp-
erature. Arguments of the subroutine are:
ID = Index identifying sorbate, I for CO , 2 for HO, 3 for N ,
.4 for 0 . ,
IDS0RB = Index identifying sorbent, | for 5A, 2 for S.G., 3 for I3X,
4 for 4A, 5 for 3A.
KPW = Control index, | to find P, given W and T, 2 to find W,
given P and T.
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W = Loading, (ib sorbate)/(lb dry sorbent)
T = Temperature, °F
The e q u i l i b r i u m data currently available for various sorbate-sorbent
systems are stored in the subroutine in the form of data statements. The
variable names used for these data are:
TTAB (NT(IS),IS) = Temperature, °F
WTAB (K,NT(IS),IS) = "Loading, (lb sorbate)/(lb dry sorbent)
PTAB (K,NT(IS),IS) = vapor pressure, mm Hg
NT (is) = Number of temperatures at which W versus P are tabulated
for IS system
IDSMTX (IDS0RB,ID) = A two-dimensional array which tabulates IS
for each combination of IDS0RB and ID; refer
to Table A-I.
FC0AD
This function subprogram determines fractional effectiveness of p a r t i a l l y
water-poisoned sorbents for CO adsorption by table look-ups.
The coadsorption data are stored as FC0ADT (l, IDS0RB) versus H20T(l),
I = I to |"2.
FDEQID
No changes made; refer to Part I of this report.
FDEQIM
Same; refer to Part I of this report.
FLAP
This subroutine switches bed properties around; node I interchanges with
node NDXl, node 2^interchanges with node (NDX|-|), and so forth. This is
required when the gas flow direction is reversed as is the case where gas
stripping is used to regenerate a bed.
FLIP
A subrout ine used by FLAP.
FL0P
A subrout ine used by FLAP.
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TABLE A-I
TABULATION OF IS FOR EACH






































Refer to Part I of this report. • . .
GASTA
Refer t o Part I o f this report. . . .
HXC0RE
Same as HXC0RE in the o r i g i n a l program except that it now solves
Equation (4), which has a source term to account for the heater output.
IFN
Refer to Part I of this report.
LAGIN2
Refer to Part I of this report.
NEWT02
An iteration routine using the Newton-Wegstein method.
Arguments of the subroutine are:
Nl = Control index indicating the total number of iterations made;
Nl should be set equal to I before NEWT02 is called.
NG0 = Output index; | for conversion s t i l l unreached, 2 for
conversion reached
X = Independent variable; value of X to be found such that Y = 0.
Y = Dependent variable, which should approach zero as a conversion
is attained.
XO = Previous value of X.
YO = Previous value of Y.
XMIN = Minimum l i m i t for X.
XMAX = Maximum l i m i t for X.
ER = Conversion criterion. If |Y|<ER conversion has been reached.
PRADSB
Refer to Part I of this report. . .
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PRDESB
Refer to Part I of this report.
PRDESB
Refer to Part I of this report.
READ I
The subroutine reads in namelists 'DB' and 'DBA'.
READ2
The subroutine reads in namelist 'DBD'.
READ3
The subroutine reads in namelists 'MB' and 'MBA'.
v
READ4
The subroutine reads in namel is t ' M B D ' .
START
This is a subroutine to replace the o r ig ina l START and STARTA.
TGLC0L
Refer Part I of th is report.
TS0RB
Refer to Part I of th is report.
TS0RBA
Refer to Part I of th is report.
XYZMAP
This is a two-dimensional in terpo la t ion routine. The argument var iab les
are:
IND = Option index: . IND = 0, Z =. F(X,Y) ; IND = I, Y = - F ( X , z ) ; IND = -I,
Y = F(X).
X , Y , Z = Independent and dependent va r iab les .
NP = Number of points per curve, or number of X,Y pairs for each Z.
72-8786
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NC = Number of curves, i.e., number of Z-values.
IDX = Number of data points to be used in interpolating in X - direction.
IDY = Number of data points to be used in interpolating in Y - direction.
BX = First independent variable.
BY = Second independent variable.















This appendix contains a total l i s t i n g of program MAIN4B.
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COMMON/AD/ TG(2o>iPH20i -TGI .PA . PK <2.2o>.PC02i ,TS <20>
l . T C ( 2 0 ) , T X ( 2 0 ) . T S 1 < 2 0 ) , T S 2 ( 2 0 J . T X 1 ( 2 0 J . T X 2 < 2 0 > , T C 1 ( 2 0 ) .
2TC2 ( 2 0 > . W < 4 . 2 0 > , P T < 2 0 > . GMR . G M W . G V I S - PN2.P.02.
3 A B E D ( 2 0 ) . A V C ( 2 n ) . A S G ( 2 0 ) . A S X ( 2 0 ) , A G X < 2 0 ) . A X C ( 2 0 ) .
4 A V X ( 2 ' J ) . H H O G ( 2 0 ) . R H O S 9 ( ? 0 ) , R H O S ( 2 0 ) . F ( H O C ( 2 0 ) , R H O X ( 2 Q ) ,
5CPC( 20 ). CPC< 20 ). CPX( 20 >. CPS< 20 > . OX. CPU 2 ). DPC 20 >.
6 P O U T ( 1 C H , T I M E T ( 1 0 ) . W T A C M S . W T S G . Pt(MP< 10 >. VPUMP< 10 > .CPP(20>,
7NPSETO>,NDR4.Nr>XMAC.NBCOUT.NDXl .NDXM.NOG, 1DSORBI20).
8 HXC< 2 0 ) . H X S ( 2 0 ) , H X C < 2 0 ) . H S G ( 2 0 ) ,
9 S K ( 2 0 > . T K X ( 2 0 > i D H ( 2 0 ) . D j F < 2 0 > , G K C 2 0 > .UC(20).T268.TOTC02.TOTH20,
1SUMPTM.AVMSL1 .AVSGL1 .HT3<20 ) .TMAX,
1 T O T K ! - J H . H T R 1 ( 2 0 > ' W C . T O T H T C . W C C . P C 0 2 A . V C 0 2 A . S A B C 0 2 . TC02A.
1RSK2U.9), A ( 2 0 ) . F ( 2 0 ) , C ( 2 0 ) , V S ( 2 0 ) . D V S < 2 0 > | O V S 1 ( 2 0 ) . R S ( 2 0 ) .













































21 B( J , N ) = C 3 ( J .N |> / (C2< J.M)-CK J .N>«3< J-l.N) )
NDX=NUX1-1
TO TEMPORARILY STORE SURFACE LOADING
DO 50 N'l.NDXl
50 WS(N)=W(NDR4,N)
IF (NTEMP .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 111





IF (N.EQ.D 'GO TO 13














































































l A S X < N . ' « H X S ( N ) « < T X ( N > - n . ' > » T S 2 < N > > )
R A T I O = <DT+DTO>OT
T s d l T ^ O T O J / C P S C r J J / R H O S B t N )
T l = 0 . 3 » T » ( A S G ( N > » H S G ( M ) + A S X ( N ) » H X S ( N ) )
CSJ .<N>-«A1 IO»CS.UN>/ (1 . *T1>
C 3 2 < N ) = R A T I O » C S 2 1 N > / ( 1 . + T 1 >
D S ( N ) = « A T l 6 « D S ( N )
OS I'M)- < D S < N > - T i » T S 2 < > J H < ' < l . + T l >
CONTINUE;
G O - T O 110
DO 11?. N= !• NDX1
C S 1 ( N ; = 0 .
C S 2 1 N ) = 0 .
D S ( N ) = Q .
T S ( N ) = T 2 6 f l .
T C ( N ) = T 2 6 8
T X ( N ) ' - T 2 6 8
T G ( N ) = T 2 6 8
CONTIMUE
C O N T I N U E













C 2 ( N D R 4 . i M ) « C R l ( M . N D R 4 ) / D T * C R 2 < N ' N O R 4 > . + W M ( I ) » G K ( N ) « P 2 ( N ) » A S ( N )
DO 23 NR=liNDR«
D 1 ( N R . N ) = C R 1 ( M 1 N R > / O T ' > W ( N R . N )
> - W M f I >»GK(N)«(P1(N) -P2(N)«W(NDR4.N »«AS(N>
) « G K ( M ) o < 1 .' -P3 (N) )
n2 (N)=D2(N) / (C2 'NDR4 ,N) -C l (NDR4 ,N | )»B (NDR4- l ,N ) )
Q( 1 /N)=U1(1»N' /C2(1 /N)
no 24 J=2.NDR4
Q( J,N)=.(DK J,N)-C1< J , M ) » Q ( J-l.N) ) / ( C 2 t J.N) -CK J.N)*B( J-l.M) )
DO 25 N=1,NDX1
I= IFN<N.NDXM>
= A S G ( N ) « G K ( M ) « ( ? 1 ( N ) + P 2 < N ) « ( Q ( N D R 4 , N ) - W ( N D R 4 . ! ' J » )
PK(1.NDX1+1) = PC02I




PKUiNl) = < P K ( I .N1 + D/DX + CP1(N1)/A(N1) )




































PKf J,ND=PK( J.N1 +
26 CONTINUE







IFI NTEMP .EQ. o) RETJRN












NASA CR-1 I 2098

























































SUBROUTINE HE04< I BED. 1FLIP. Ud.RBM.RB. IB.RBAD', ISTOPC.KBED)
COMMON/AD/ TG<2o>,pH2oi -TGI .PA . PK.(2.2o).pco2i .TS (20)
l.TC '.20).TX (20), TS1 (20J.TS2 <20).1X1 (20)(TX2 (20).TCI (20).
2TC2 120).W M,2n>,pT (20). GMR .GMV.GV1&. PN2.PQ2.
3 ABEO(20>.AVC(2o).ASG(20).ASX(2n),Ar,x(20).AXC(2n),
4 A V X ( 2 0 ) . R H O G ( 2 0 ) ' R H O S 9 ( 2 0 ' . R H O S ( 2 0 ) . R H O C I 20 > ,RHOXt 20> ,
5CPG<2!; i . C P C ( 2 ' J ) , C P X ( 2 0 > . C P S ( 2 0 ) , D X . C P L ( 2 ) , D P ( 2 Q > »
6 P O U T < i n > . T I M E T ( 1 0 ) i W T A C M S f W T S G . P U M P ( I D > • V P U M P < 1 0 ) . C P P ( 2 0 ) .
?NPSET(3> -MDR4,NnXMAC, \IBCOUT.NDX1.NDXM. NOG. IDSnRB(20>.
8 H X G ( 2 0 ) . H X S ( 2 0 ) . H X C < 2 0 ) , H S G ( 2 0 ) ,
9SK120 > , T K X ( 2 0 ) , D H ( 2 0 ) , D I F ( 2 0 ) , G K ( 2 0 ) . IJC(20 ). T268, TOTC02. TOTH20,
1SUMPTM,AVMSLliAVSGLl.411(20).TMAX.











DIMENSION RaM<l>. R3(l), IB(1), RBAD(1).KBEDt1)
DIMENSION WN(20>
IFLIP =0. NO FLIP.
DATA ISTART/0/














01 GO TO 90
THESE TWO CARDS ARE ENTROPY GENERATORS
I F d S T Q P C . N E , 0 > S A B C 0 2 = 0 . 0
DO 1311 N= 1> N D X l
HTR(N)=HTRi (N>
IFdSTOPC .'NE, 0> GO TO 3198
1F(TS'N> -GT. TMAx) GO TO 3198
GO TO 1311
319B DO 411 J= 1. MDX1








































































T O T H 2 0 = 0 .
TOTHTC^O.O
IFUSTART ,GT, 4) GO TO 81




IF( ISTuPC-NE.Q) WC=0 .
DO 801 N = 1.NOX1 ' ' ; . '
801 UC(N)=wC/AC/f?HOC(N) v
IF( IFLIP.NE.O) CALL FLAP







19 AOT = UTMAX
00 60 N=1.NQX1.4
IFCADT2-LT, AOT) ADT=ADT2
ADT2 = T1/(ABS( TS(N>-TS2«N» + 1.E-9)*DT«2.0
IFIADT2-LT. APT) ADT=ADT2 • •
ADT2 = TI/(ABSt TX<N)-TX2(N» + 1.E-9>»DT«2.0 ; '
ICIADT2.LT. AUT) ADT=ADT2




DTTt IB£D)=ADT ' ' '
00 21 N = l'NDXi ' •'" • '
TS2(N)=TS1(M)
TS1CN1=TS(N) ' • ' '
TX2(N)=TX1(N) ' ' • • '




IF t l F L l P .NE. 0') CALL FLAP ' ;
DO 211 N= 1, MDX1-
211 TOTKWH = TOTKWH+DT»HTF)(v|>/3«10.
TOTHTC=TOTHTC+WC«CPC(M06)»DT»(T268-TCtNDXl))
IF(
1 ( (T1ME.LT.1,1E-5).OR.( TIME. GE. CYCLE); OR. I NPR/NPBINT»NPRINT
2.EQ.NPR) ) -AND, ( NCYCLE'. GE'. NSTART)) GO- TO 130
GO TO 33
130 CONTINUE
GO T0<l3l>32'> , IAD ' • "




33 DO 20 N=1'349
20 R B M C N > = T G C N ) ~ .' ' .....
00 23 N=l'25l












































































CALL E Q P W T U . I O S O R B < N > i 2 . 3 . , W N l i 7 0 . >
WNl N) -WNl»ABEf . )<N>»DX»HHOSB(N)















DO 53 K = Kl,fJDXl
5?. RHOSB<K>=RHOSf :» (K) *ORH01
50 NDXM=N
NDXMAC=N




ASG ( N ) = ASG ( 1 > »RHOSB( N ) /RHOSBC 1 )














































































IFINDXI-1 .EQ, 0) CO TO 11
DO 10 N= 1» NPXM
1C- CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE
IFUNDXl-NDXH.) ,EQ. 0) GO TO 31
DO 30 n= N1.NDX1
VSG=VSG+DX*ABED<N>
WTSG=WTSG+DX«ABED<N)>9HOSB(N>
30 CONTINUE ' • . •
31 CONTINUE





' IFtNDXflflC .EQ, 0> GO TO 12
DO 70 N= !• NOXMAC




70 WTACMS=WTACMS * DX»ABED< N)«RHOSB( N )
12 CONTINUE
WRITE! 6 .503) I BED
503 FORMATUH1////7H 3ED NO I2//// 20H VOLUME AND WEIGHT
WRITE <6.5oo) VMS.WTMS.WTACMS.VSG.WTSG
500 FORMAT(
1' BULK VOLUME OF C02 SORBENT ( CU FT) 'F8.4/
2' WEIGHT OF CQ2 SORBENT <LB) 'F8.4/
3' WEIGHT OF ACTIVE COS SORBENT (LB) 'F8.4//
4' BULK VOLUME OF DESICCANT ( CU FT) 'F8.4/




DO 600 N=1,NDX1 • . •
VOLN=ABED(N)«OX«VOIOF(N)
W!l2V = WN2V+2«./359.«492./(70.+460. )/760 . »PN2» VOUN
W02V = Wo2V+32./359.«492./( 70. +460. J/760. •P02»VOL'VJ
60U CONTINUE




505 FORMAT( /////' ESTIMATED CABIN CAS LOSSES'//
1' NITROGEN LOSS <LB/H3) 'F8.4/



































































FLT DESORB.1.710719,' 62340 . 1
SUBROUTINE DESORB
COMMON/AD/ TG<2Q),PH20I 'TGI .PA . PK <2.20).PC02I ,TS (20>
l.TC (201.TX (20)' TS1 (20>.TS2 (201.TX1 (20).TX2 (20),TCI (20>,
2TC2 (20).W (4,20>,PT (20>. GMR .GMW.GV1S. PN2.P02.
3 ABED(20).AVC(2n).ASG(20).ASX(20).AGX<20),AXC(2C),
4AVX<2u ) .RHOG(20>>I»HOS3(20> ,RHOS<20). RHOC( 20 ) • RHOX(20 ),
S>CPG<2(J).CPC<20).CPX(20>,CPS<20) , OX. CPU (2 ) ,DP< 20 ),
bPOUT(lO),TlMET<10>.WTACMS,WTSG . f>UMP( 10 ). VPUMP( 10>.CPP<20).
7NPSETCJ).NOR4.NDXMAC,NBCOUT.NnXl,Nr>XM.NOG.IOSORB(20).
8 HXG(20).HXS<20),HXC(2U>,HSG(20>,


























J=2 ' ' '
P 4 ( N ) = P T ( N )
AS(N)=4 .«3 .1416»SS(N)»«2
1=IFN(N.NDXM)
IF( I .EQ. 2) J=l
VIS= X ( N ) « V I S T ( I ) * ( 1 , - X ( N ) ) » V I S T ( J )
F ( N ) = 2 .494E-4 "PT(N)««0 .795» (V IS /0 .0174 )
DO 20 NR=1.NOR4
I=N
CKNR,N> = -CR2( I .NR)
C 2 ( N R , N ) = C R 1 ( I , N R ) / D T + C R 2 ( I , N R ) + C R 3 ( I , N R )
20 C3 (NR,N>=-CR3( I .NR)
BU.N>=C3(1 ,N> /C2<1 .N>
DO 21 J'2,NDR
21 B ( J . N ) = C 3 ! J i N > / < C Z < J i M ) - C l < J , N ) « B ( J-l. N))
NDX=NDX1-1

























































































TO CALCULATE csi<cs2,os FOR SORBENT HEAT BALANCE EQUATION
. IF (NTEMP .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 111
DO 12 N=1.NDX1 ' • ' -
I=IFN<N.NOXM>
C S 2 < N > = O T / C P S < N ) / R H O S 3 ( N > « A S G ( N > « G I « N > o W M < 1)«UH(N)
CSKN) = C S 2 ( N ) « X ( N ) . , '
IF (N.EG.D CO. TO i3 •
IF ( N - E G . N D X l ) GO TO 14
S 1 = S K ( N > / D X « » 2 « C T S ( N - 1 ) - 2 . » T S ( N ) * T S ( N + 1 > )
GO TO 15
13 Sl = S K i l > / D X « » 2 » C T S ( 2 ) - T S < l »
GO, TO 15 .. .
14 S1 = SK(NOX1>/ 'DX««2«(TS<NOX)-TS<NOX1.»
15 O S ( N ) = OT/CPS(N) /RHOSB(N) *<S1 + ASG(N)«HSG<N)«< TG( NJ-0.
1 A S X < N > » H X S < N > « ( T X ( N ) - 0 . 5 » T S 2 < N » )
R A T I O = ( O T + O T O J / O T ' '
T = < 1 3 T + O T O ) / C P S < N ) / R H O S B < N >
Tl = O . S « T " > ( A S G < N ) » H S G ( M ) + A S X ( N ) « H X S ( N ) >
C S 1 < N > - R 4 T J O « C S K N > / < 1 . + T1>
C S 2 ( N ' = R A T I O i c S 2 < N ) / ( l . + T l ) . ,
O S ( N ) = R A T I O " O S ( H ) , ':.
D S f N ) = (DS(N) -T
12 CONTINUE
GO TO 110
111 DO 112 N=1»NOX1
C S K N > = 0 .
C S 2 ( N ) = 0 .
D S ( N ) = 0 -
T S ( N ) = T 2 6 8
TC(N)= l '26f l
T X ( N ) = T 2 6 8
T G ( N ) = T 2 6 8
112 CONTINUE - •
110 CONTINUE






CALL EQPWT( I, IDSORBt N>. 1'PS1. «/SURF. ( TS2( N)*0. 02 ) >
OPKOTS=CPS1-PSU.RF)/0.02
CALL EQPWT< i. iDSORBCN>.i.PS2.<wsuRF+i.E-5>.TS2<N».-
DPKDWK=(PS2-PSURF)/l.E-5
G=1.+CS2(N)«OPKDTS




DO 23 NR = .
23 D1(NR.N)=CR1(N,NR)/DT«W(NR.N>
D1<NDR4<N>=D1<NDR«.N)-WM<I>»GK<N)»<P1<N>-P2(N>»W<NOR4.N)>»AS<N>



































































Q ( 1 . N > = D K 1 . N > / C 2 < 1 . N >
DO 24 J=2.NDR4
24 Q( J , N > = C D 1 C J.N)-C1< J ,N )«Q< J-1 > >/< C2< J. N >-CK J. N)«B< J-l.N) )
COEFFICIENTS FQK P-EQUATION
"DO 25 N = 2.NDX
25 PC2<N) * Pt(N>/( VOIDF<N)«C(N)«ABED(N> )•( V01DF< N+l >«C< N+l >«ABED( N+l
1)/F(N+1> - VOIDF<N-l)»C(N-l>»ABED(N-l>/FCN-l»/<2.»DX>
N = l
P C 2 < N ) = P T ( N ) / ( V O I D F ( N ) * C ( N ) « A B E O ( N ) >«( VOIDF( N+l )»C(N+1 )«ABEO(N+1
1) /F<N+1> - VOIDF(N ) » C ( N > « A B E O < N ) /F(N ) > / < ! . »DX)
N= NDXi
PC2(N> = PT(N> / ( VOIDF(N)«C(N)oABED(N) )e (VOIDF(N )«C(N
D/F(N ) - VOIOF(N-1)»C(N-1)«ABED<N-D/F(M-1»/ (1 .»DX)
DO 26 N=1'NDX1
P C 1 ( N ) = P T ( N ) / F ( N )
26 P C 3 ( N ) = P T ( N ) / C ( N ) / V O I D F ( N ) « A S G ( N ) « G K ( N )
DO 27 N=l.NDXt
CPl(N) = PC3(N)«(Pl(N)+?2(N)«(Q(NDR4iN)-W(NClR4.N) ))
C P 2 ( N ) = P C 3 ( N ) « ( P 2 ( N ) » b 2 ( N ) + P 3 ( N )
= -PCKN) /DX/DX+PC2(N) /2 , /DX
) = -PCKN)/DX, /DX-BC2(N) /2 . /DX
27 D1P(N)=PT(N) /DT+CPKN)
BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR P-EQUATION
C2P(1)=C2P<1)*C1P(D
C1P(1)=0.
GO TO (55.56.58.58), NBCOUT
58 CONTINUE P PUMP CHARACTERISTIC GIVEN
POPI=PCC2A*5l.7/PT(NDXl)
CALL LAGIN2( 98- PUMP, 10. 2.POPI . VPUMP1 . VPUMP) '
VPUMP1=VPUMP1»ITG(NOX1)+460. )/( TC02A+460 . )
IF1VPUMP1 .LT. 0.0) VBUMP1=0.00






SQTM= SQRT( (TG<NOX1)+460. J/1.8/EMW)
DIA=6.0
TOTL=127,



















































































59 C2P(NDX1) = C 2 P < N D X 1 ) + C 3 P < N D X 1 ) « ( 1 . - D X « F < N D X 1 > » C E X 1 T >
C 3 P < N D X 1 > = 0 . 0
GO TO 57
56 CONTINUE
C PRESSURES ARE SET
C
00 561 Ks 1. 3
IF(NPSETCK) ' ,CQ. 0) GO TO 561
NP=NPS£T(K)
C1P(NP>=0.0








IFCPD(N) -LE. Q.) PO(N) = l.E-3 ' .
34 PT(N)=PD(N)
C
c TO CALCULATE SORBENT LOADING
c












IF( 1 ,EQ.DJ = 2
IFf I.EQ.2>J«1
IF(N . EQ. 1) 60 TO 200
FR< J,N)=FR( JiN-1)
FR( I.N
« D X « ( C P 1 ( N ) + C P 2 ( N ) « P T ( N ) )
RC IiN-D
IF( NDXM .EO. 0) SO TO 202
IF (I .EQ. 1) GO TO 202
IF(NPSET(2) ..N£. 0) 60 TO 202
GO TO 201
200 FR( 1,1) = TEMP

















































X(N> = < (FR(2tN-l>+CT«PSURF >/FRT/
1 'C1.+CT«PT(N)/FRT) )
IFtX(H) .LT. 0 . 0 > X < N > = 0 - 0




1 = IFN (N.NDXM)
IF CI.EO.l) J = 2
IF (I.EQ.2) J«l
RHOG(N)=C(N)«(X(N)»WM( 1 )*(1.-X( N) )»WM( J»
UG<N)=(FR
1 (liN)*WM<1>+F3<2>N>«WH(2) )/RHOG< N)/ABED<N)/VOIOF( N)
33 CONTINUE
IF( NTEKP .EQ. 0) RETURN
C









IFtNBCOUT .EQ, 3) GO TO 101
















F|_T EQPWT, 1.710712. 56799
oononi
























































'SUBROUTINE' EQPWTC1D. I3SORB. KP'W.P. W. T )'
KPW=1 = W.T TO FIND P
KPW=2 = P.T TO'FIND'W
PKEQ=EQUIL!BRIUM PRESSURE IN.MM HG
UNLOADING IN LB AOSORBATE PER LB ADSORBENT
T=TEMP IN DEC f
DIMENSION TTAB(10,25)
DIMENSION IDSMTX<5,5>
NT(1) DATA FOR C02 . ON



















ON MOL SIEVE 13X
ON MOL SIEVE 13X
0.0 6,0,8,0.0.7.0,9.0,0.0,0.a.0,0/
DATA NT<l)/6/






DATA (WTAB( 1.1,1) i I = 1.15>/.00.1. .0018. .'0021, .0025i .003, .0037, .004.
J .0045..005..0055',0063,.007..008..0088,.0092/






DATA (WTABC i ,3,i>i i=.i,i5>/ o.ooo9.o.ooi8,c.oo25(n.0027,0.0043,
10.0065,0.01>Q.0145.O.Q178,0.0265.0.0325.0.04.0. 0485,Q.057,Q.Q7/
DATA(KTAB(1.5,1),I = 1,15)/O.002.0.005.0.008,0.0122,0.01S.0 . 0255.
10. 0324.0.04,O.Q5,0.07.0.08.0.09,0.1.0.11.0.1177/






DATA (PTAB( ! ,4,1), I=1,15)/.03, .06,.
13..4.,5.6,7.7.13.,20..26.5/








DATA (TTAB( J.2) .Jtl,6>/392. .212. .16.7. .122., 77, ,32./
DATA (WTABU,1,2>,I=1'15)/.D04,.007,.01,.012..015,.018.,02..023,
1.Q28,.038,.05,,071,.Q76,.08l«.09/
DATA (PTABC 1,1,2), I =1.15)/. 01. . 02, . 05. .'1. .2. .5.1, ,2. , 5., 10 . ,20,,
150..60..75..100-/
DATA (WTABt1,2,2),I = l,15>/.02,.024,.026..030,.036, .045,
1.074,.Q9i,.11,,13S,.15,.16, ,175/
DATA (PTABU,2,2>,I=1.15>/..01,.02. .03,, 05, .1, .2. ,3,. 5,1
14,0, 10-, 20., 40,, 100./
DATA (WTAB(I,3,2),I=1.15>/.027,.035..038,.045,,057
1-11,.125, .135,.145,.16,.18,.19/



















































































DATA NT<3>/5/ ' • . . . ,
DATA (TTABCJ,3>,J»1.5>/1«0..100.-60..40..10./
DATA (WTABC1,1,3>,1 = 1,IS)/.0018, .0026,.0031,.0057,.008,.01,.03,
1.06,.10,.14..20..32..45..49,,50/
DATA (PTABCI,1,3),J=1,15)/.01,.05,.1,,4.1.0,1.95,9.42,23.6,44.8.














































































































DATA (WTAB<1,4,5)11 = 1,15>/.049,.052..054,.059, .067,.083,.096,
1.116,.132..132,.164,,180>.196,.208,,225/











DATA <TTAB(Ji6), J=1,3)/12Q., 68,, 32./
DATA(PTAB(I,1,6).1'l.lS) / 19., 20.,30,,40.,60,,60.,100.,125..150.
1,200. . 250. ,390" 450,. 600 » 75Q./'
DATA(PTAB( 1,2-6).I«l,15) ' 19.> 20.,30.,40.,60,.80-,100.,125.,150,
1-200,. 250.'35Q..450..600.,75o-/
DATA(PTAB(1.3,6).I«l,15) / 15.. 20.,30,,40..60.,80..100.,125.,150.



















































































































110. > 15. -20. .30. ,40.. ,55. , 75. ,100. >125. >150.>200->300-.400-.550- .750
2-/
DATA (PTARU.Z, 9>,i=i,i5>/
110- -15. .20. .3i), ,40. .55, ,75., 100. .125. .150, .200. .300. .4 00. ,550-. 75(3
DATA (PTABII.S. 9),i=i.i5>/




DATA iWTABI1.2,9), i = i.i5>/
1-0002..00023,.00026,,00036..00045,.OC058,,0007,.00085,




IF (W .LE- 0. ) We l.E-2'1
IF(JACK ,GT. 0) GO TO 102
DO 105 K=l,25
IF (NT(K) ,EQ. 0) GO TO 90










IF<IS.EQ.O) GO TO 999
JACK = JACK + 1
RT=1./(T+460,)
GO TO (201,202), KPW
201 WL=ALOG(W)
N=NT(1S)
PKEQ1 = XYZMAP(1,WTAB(1,1,IS), PTA8(1,1.IS),15,TTABt1,IS), N ,2,2,WL.
, -1RT.ANS)
P '=EXP(PKEai)
IF (PKEQ .LT. 0.0) PKEQ=0.0
RETURN
202 P|_ = ALOG(P>
N=NT(IS) • - '
W01=XYZMAP<1,PTABI1.1.IS'.WTABI1.1.IS).15.TTABt1,IS',N.2.2.PL.RT,
1ANS)
W=EXP(WOl) . ' /
RETURN
999 WRITE<6,998> 1DSORB.JD
¥98 FORMATC/////' EQUILIBRIUM DATA UNAVAILABLE FORV IDSORB ='H/'



















* KLT FCOAO,1,710712..56BOO . 1
FUNCTION' FCOitH IOSORB.H20)
DIMtNSlOM H20T(12>> FC04DT(12,5>
DATA H2CT/ 0-00, ,01. .02. .n3. .04. .05. .06. ,07. .Cflp .10.
1.12. -60/
DATA (FCOADTI I.D , 1 = 1,121/1.. .98, .88. ,72. .575. .436. .313, ,22.
1.155, ,086. .055. .O/
OATA(FCCADT< I.3>. ln,l2)/l.. .794, .63, .503, .415. .35. .298.
1.252, .214, .148, .085, .O/






















DOUBLE PRECISION Cl. C2. C3.D. VAR. 8. Q
NfJl = NN-i
B(1)=C3(1)/C2(1)
DO 41 J=2, NN1
41 8(J) = C3(J>/(C2(J)-C1(J)'>B(J-1))
DO 42 J=2,NN









































<•» ELT FLAP.l, 710719.

























































SUBROUTINE FLAP • : . •
COMMON/AD/ TG(20>iPH20I •TGI .PA , PK (2.20>,PC02! , TS (20)
i.TC (20). TX (20). TS1 <20),TS2 (201.7X1 (20J.TX2 (20). TCI (20).
2TC2 (VQ).W (4,20),PT <2C!>. CMS ,GMW,GV1S, PS2.P02.
3 ABED(20) . AVC<20)>ASG(20).ASX<20>.AGX<20).AXCC2n>,
4AVX ( ?0 ) . RMOG'( 2Q ) , RHOS3 ( 20 > .RHOS ( 20 ) . RHOC ( 20 ) . RHOX ( 20 ) .
5CPG<20i.CPC(20>,CPX(20).CPS<20> . 3X. CPL( 2 ) ,DP( 20 ) .
6POUT(10>,TIMET(in),WTACMS>WTSG . PUMP( 10 ) . VPUMPt 10 ) .CPP(20 ) .
7NPSETO).NDR4>NOX.MAC,NBCOUT,NDX1.NDXM,NOG.IDSORB(20>.
« HXG(20),HXS(20) .HXC< 20),HSG(20) .






Pl(20).P2(20)>P3(20).WS(2n).CRl(20,4) ,CR2( 20. « > • CR3
C3(4.20),B(4.2n).a(4.20).CPK20).CP2(20),X(20),VOlnF(20),
WM(2).TI1E, CYCLE. DTO. DTMAX, WI , T I , PC02C.
6VOLCAB.RC02C.
7NCYCLT,NPRINT,NCYCLE».MDTCON»NTEMP,NSTART,NPR.DT,DTT(4),SABCOS
noURLF: PRECISION C1.C2, 01,02. PCI, PC2.PC3, PI, P2,P3,C3,Q,B,
1 CP1.CP2.X. C1P.C2P.C3P.01P
DIMENSION DUMMY(20).DUMMl(20) . ID'JMMY(20>
NAMELIST /CHECK/
lTG.PH20l.TCI.PA.PKiPC02! • TS. TC. TX. TS1 .TS2.TX1.TX2. TC1.TC2, W.PT.
2GMR.GMW.ABED.AVC.«SG.ASx.AGX,AXCi A VX. RHOG, RHOSB. RHOS. RHOC, RHOX, CP
3G. CPC,CPX,CPS,DX,POUT,TIMET.WTACMS,WTSG,PUMP,VPUMP,NPSET,NDR4.4NDXMAC,NBCOUT,NDX1,NDXM,NOG,HXG,HXS.HXC,HSG.SK,TKX.DH,DIF,GK.UC,T2
568, TOTC02,TOTH20iSUMPTM.AVMSL1.4VSGLl,HTR,TMAX.A.F.C,VS,DVS.OVSl
CALL P L l P < W . T G , T S | T X ( T C . N D X l , K I D R 4 . N O G i U C )
CALL F L C P U B E D . A V C . A S S . A S X . A G X . N D X D
CALL FLOP ( A X C . A vx ( RHOG. RHOSB. RHOC. NDXD
CALL FLOP (RHOX.CPG.CPC.CPX.CPS. NDXD
CALL FLOp(HXS.HXS iHXC.HsG.OH.WDXl )
CALL FLCP<DIF ,GK,PT ,x ,HTR ,NDXD
CALL FLOP (TS1, DUMMY, DUMMY, DUMMY, DUMMY, NDXD
CALL FLOP(TS2>TXliTX2. TCI, TC2, NDXD
NDX2=NDX1+1
CALL FLOPS SK. TKX , DUMMY . DUMMY , DUMMY . NDX2 >
00 61 K»l,2
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.ELTFLIP.1./10SH. 3««9. ,1 NASA CR -1 I 209 8
SUBROUTINE FLIP<W,TG,TS.TX.TC,NX,NR.NOG.UC>
THIS SUBROUTINE INVERTS BED LOADINGS AND TEMPERATURES
DIMENSION V< 4,20>,TGC2n' . TS<20> .TXl20>.TC(20>.UC<20 )
DIMENSION TW( 4,20 ).TTG<20 ) .TTS<20 ).TTXt20>.TTC<20),TUC(20)












TTG<I ) = TG(I)
TTS(I ) = TS(I )
TTXtI )=TX< I )




15 W(J,I) = TW<JiN>
TG(I)=TTG(N>
TS(!>=TTS<N>
TX( I > = 1TX(N>



































A( I) = A A IN )































SUBROUTINE CAST t D X . R H O G - C P G . U . TS, TX, NDX1 . ASG.HSG. A X G . H X G . TG. VOIDF
1)
DIMENSION R H O G ( 1 > , C P G U > . U < 1 > . T S C 1 > . T X 1 1 ) . T G ( 1 > . A S G < 1 > . H S G < 1 > .HXG(
11 ) .VOIOF(1 )<4X6(1 )
W s l . O
N2= NDX1-1
T G ( 1 ) = T S ( 1 )
DO 10 N= 1. N2
f - 0 . 5 ° ( V O I D F ( N > + VOIDFIN+D)
10
HS1=HSG(N+1)




Ul= 0 .5« ( U<N)+UCN+l»
TS1=TS(N+1)




























tL'T r . A S T A > l > 7 1 ^ 5 l 4 , 38301 NASA CR-I12098
SUBROUTINE GASTA(GJ1P),CPG.ABED.Nnxi.TGI,ASr..HSG.AXG.HXG,OX.TG.TS.TX
1 ) ' . ' ' • ' .
GAS TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS FOR ADSORPTION








D/OX + t A S G < N 1 ) » H S G ( N 1 ) « T S < N 1 > + A X G < N 1 >
• H X G < N 1 ) « T X ( N 1 > > /












































COMMON/AD/ TC<2o)iPH2oi -TGI ,PA , PK <2.2o>,PC02! ,TS (20)
l . TC ( 2 Q » . T X ( 2 0 ) . T S 1 < 2 0 ) . T S 2 ( 2 0 1 . T X 1 ( 2 n > , T X 2 ( 2 0 > . T C 1 (20 ) .
2TC2 ( 2 0 ) , W < 4 . 2 0 ) ( P T ( 2 0 ) . GMR .GMU.GV1S. PN2.P02,
3 A B E D ( 2 0 ) . A V C C 2 0 ) > A S G ( 2 0 ) > A 3 X < 2 0 ) , A G X ( 2 0 > . A x C ( 2 0 ) .
4 A V X < 20) .RHOC(20 > • R H O S B ( 2 0 ) , R H O S ( 2 0 ) . R H O C ( 2 0 ) . R H O X t 20),
5 C P G ( 2 J ) . C P C ( 2 n ) , C P X ( 2 0 ) . C P S ( 2 0 ) ,DX .CPL(2 ) ,DP(20 ),
6 P O U T < 1 0 ) , T I M E T ( 1 0 ) , W T A C M S . W T S G .PUMP(10).VPUMP(10 ) .CPP(20) ,
7NPSETC.5) ,NDR4.NDXMACiNBCOUT,NDXl .NDXM.NOGi J D S O R B ( ? 0 ) ,












DOUBLE PRECISION Cl.C2,01/02,PCI,PC2.PC3,PI,P2, P3, C3,(3,8,
1 CP1.CP2.X. C1P.C2P.C3P.DIP
EQUIVALENCE (MOX.NOXD






S2(N)= RhOX<N)«CPX(N)/DM -Sl<N) - S3(N) + Tl
10 DD(N) = RHOX(N)»CPX(N)/3N»TX2(N) + AVX(N)«(HXC(N)















































NASA CR-1 I 2098












































REVISED FOR.FORTRAN IV 8-8-65 S. WONG




7 ILO=NP-1 • . • .
10 lHI = ILOn -
GO TO '46
13 ILO=NP ' .
16 YO=Y(ILO)
. RF.TURM
19 DO 22 ILO=2.NP
IF(XO-X<1LO»25.16.22
22 CONTINUE
2 5 IHIMLO • • • • • •
!LO=IHI-1
IF(ND-2>46,46*28
28 DO 43 I=3.ND
. IF(ILO-1)40.40,31
31 IF(IHI-NP>34.37,37





46 Y0 = 0.0 . . '
PN=1.0
DO 49 I = ILO. IHI.
49 PN=PN»(XO-X(I))
DO 58 1=ILO.IHI . .
P=PN/(XO-X(I» ' ' .
- DO 55 J=ILO.IHI
. IF(J-I)52,55,52







































































MAIN PROGRAM FOR ANALYZING 4-BEO SYSTEM FOR C02 RECOVERY
COMMON/AD/ TC(20)(PH20i <TCI .PA . PK <2.20),PC02t .TS (20)
l.TC (20).TX (20), TS1 (20J.TS2 (20J.TX1 (20),TX2 (20),TCI (20).
2TC2 (20>.W (4.20>iPT <20>. GMR .GMW.GVIS. PN2.P02.
3 ABED(20).AVC(20).ASG(20),ASX(20).AGX(20).AXC(20).


















COMMON TGl<20>iPH20Il.TGIl,PAli PKK 2.20) .PC0211 .TSOK20)
l.TCOK20).TX01(20)i TS11< 20 ). TS2K 20 ), TX1K20 ). TX2K 20) .TClK 20 >.
2TC21(20),W1(4.20)|PTK20>. GMR1. GMW1.GVIS1.PN21.P021
COMMON TG2(20),PM20I2.TGI2,PA2, PK2(2,20>.PC02I2 ,TS02<20)
l.TC02(20).TX02(20). TS12<20).TS22(20).TX12C20),TX22(20>,TC12(20 ).
2TC22(20),W2(4.20>iPT2(20). GMR2.GMW2,GVIS2.PN22,P022
















1(RB4M(1>,TG4<1».<RMAIN(1>.WM<1>),( IMA IN( 1) ,NCYCIT>
NAMELIST/MAIN/ WM, CYCLE.DTMAX.Wl,TI.PC02C.VOLCAB.RC02C,
1NPRINT.NOTCON.NTEMP, TGC.PAC.PH20C.TGHX






















































































































DO 102 N= 1. 20





T S 2 K N > = T S O K N )
TC12(N)=TC02(H)
T C 2 2 ( N ) = T C 0 2 ( K )
TX12(,N|>=TX02(M)
T X 2 2 ( N ) = T X 0 2 ( N )
TS12 lN)=TS02( tM)
















ASSIGN 103 TO NSUB4S
GO TO 101
103 CONTINUE
CALL BED4(lfO>3>R31M,3DR' IDB.RDBA. ISTOPC.KBED )
















































































IFfNCYCLE .GT. NCYCLT) GO TO NSUB4B






GO TO ' 3.42),NDTCON
42 DT=DTMAX/10.Q
IFtTIMF. -UT. l.E-4) DT = OTMAX/1000.0




IFITIME .LT. 8.E-5) DT»l-E-5
5 IF((TIME+OT) .GT. CYCLE) DT = CYCLE-TIME
GO TO(20,2D, NHALF











IF(TGKl) .GT. TGHX) TGI2 = TGHX
«MBA(201)=TCOK10>
35 CALL BE04<2,0,1,R32M,*MB«1MB.RMBA.ISTOPC.KBED)
OPC02C = UT«(RC02C-GMR«(PC02C-PK2(1.1>)«44./ (PA»GHW> )«554.»530./
1(44.»VOLCAB)






CALL BED4(3,1,1,RB3M,RD?»'IDBiRDBD, ISTOPC.KBED) .
RMBD(201)=TC03(10>
CALL BED4(4,0,2.RB4M,^MB.1MB.RMBD,ISTOPC.KBED)
<...,..«..<,....».....,«.«... TO BE CHANGED UP TO HERE «»»««o« o.t
NPR = NPR+1
DTO=DT
IFCTIME .GE. CYCLE) NHALF=2
IFtTlME .GE. CYCLE) GO TO 101
GO TO 4






































TGI3 = TGC '' ' • . •'




IFCTG31D .GT. TGHX) TGI4 = TGHX
RMBA(20D=TC03(10)









CALL f3tD4(l,l,l,RBlM,^OB. IDB.RDBD, ISTOPC.KBED)
R;1BD(201)=TC01(H!)
CALL 3ED4 (2.0.2. RB2M/3M3.IMB. RMBD. ISTOPC.KBED )-
»«*. «***.»«*«•»•••••«••«*»* TO BE CHANGED UP TO HERE
NPR = NPR+1 . '
DTO=DT
IFITIME .GE. CYCLE) NMALF=1
IF ( TIME -GE, CYCLE) NCYCLE=NCYCLE+1















































ELT NEWT02,1.710609, 32711 ,1
SUBROUTINE NgWT03«NliMCO«X.V.XO.YO.XMIN.XHAX-ER)
C SET Nl=l IN MAIN PROGRAM BEFORE CALL NEWTON. THE ROUTINE
C FINDS X FOR Y=0 GIVES NGO=1 IF RECALCULATIONS REQUIRED.































































































COMMON/AD/ T6(20) ,PH20I .TGI .PA , PK <2 .20 ) ,PC02 I ,TS (20)
l.TC ( 2 0 ) . T X ( 20 ) . TS1 < 2 0 ) . T S 2 ( 2 0 J . T X 1 (201 .TX2 < 2 Q ) , T C 1 (20) .
2TC2 ( 2 0 ) , W < 4 . 2 0 ) , P T (20) . GMR .GMW.GVIS . PN2,P02,
? A B E O ( 2 0 ) . A V C ( 2 0 ) . A S G ( 2 0 ) . A S X ( 2 0 ) , A G X ( 2 0 > . A X C ( 2 f ) ) .
* » A V X < 2 m . K H O G < 2 0 > , R H O S B ( . 2 0 > . R H O S < 2 0 > . R H O C < 2 0 ) . R H O X ( 2 0 > ,
5 C P G ( 2 n > . C P C < 2 ! H . C P X < 2 0 ) , C P S ( 2 0 > . D X . C P L ( 2 > . D P < 2 0 > ,
6POUT(ir. ) , T I M E T ( 1 0 ) . W T A C M S . W T S G . PUMPt 10 > • VPUMPf ID ). CPP( 20 ),
7NPSET(3 ) ,NDR4,NOXMAC,NBCOUT,NDX1.NDXM.NOG. IDSORHt 20 > .
0 HXG<20).HXS(20),HXC(20),HSG(20),
9 S K ( 2 0 > . T K X ( 2 0 > « n H ( 2 0 ) . D l F ( 2 0 > . G K ( 2 Q > • U C l 2 0 > . T 2 6 8 . T O T C 0 2 . T O T H 2 0 .
1SUMPTM. AVMSL1. AVSGL l i t I TR(20 ) .TMAX.
1 T O T K W H . H T R 1 ( 2 0 > , W C . T O T H T C . W C C . P C 0 2 A . V C 0 2 A . S A B C Q 2 , TC02A.
1RSK2U.9) , A ( 2 0 ) . F ( 2 0 ) . C ( 2 0 ) , V S ( 2 0 > . D V S < 2 Q ' ) , b V S l ( 2 0 ) , R S ( 2 0 ) .
1 U G ( 2 0 ) . P S < 2 0 ) . D S ( 2 0 ) , C S 1 ( 2 0 ) ' C S 2 ( 2 0 ) . C 1 ( 4 . 2 0 ) . C 2 ( 4 , 2 0 ) . D 1 ( 4 , 2 0 ) ,
2D2(20) .PC1(20) .PC2(20) ,PC3(20) .C1P(20) ,C2P(20>.C3P(20) ,01P(20>.
3FRC2.20) . P1(20) .P2(20) 'P3(20) .WS(20) .CRK20.4 ) .CR2(20 .4 ) .CR3
4 ( 2 0 . 4 ) . C 3 ( 4 . 2 H ) | B ( 4 . 20> .a (4 .20 ) .CP l (20 ) . .CP2(20 ) ,X< 20 ). VOIOF< 20 ).
5 W M t 2 1 . T I M E . C Y C L E . O T O . D T M A X , W I , T I , P C 0 2 C .
6VOLCAB.RC02C. • . . . •
7NCYCLT,NPRINT.NCYCLE.NDTCON.NTEMP.NSTART. ! JPR,nT .DTT(4> ,






















EOUI VALENCE< NDX. NOX1 )
AVMSLD=O.O •
AVSGLD=0.-0 ,.






WRITES. ioo) NCYCLE.TIME .TIMEM.OT
WRITE '6,1011 . . • • . . . . ,
WR I TE ( 6 . 102 ) ( N , PK ( 1 , N ) , PK ( 2 . N ) ,
1 •• ' . TG(N),TS(N),TC(N),TX(N>.N=1.NDX)
WR!TE(A.103)PK(1,NDX1+1).PK(2,NDX1+1).TG(NDX1+1)
103 FORMAT' ' INLET' Flo • 4.F12. 4.F19 . 4 )
WRITE (6,202)
N1=NDXM+1
DO 20 N= 1, I^OXM ' • . .
• SUMMS=0.0
SUMMS=SUMMS+0-3»(W(1.N)+W(NDR4,N1)
IF(NDR4.EQ.2) AVLO(N) * SUMMS





00 30 N= N1.NOX1
SUMMS=0.0
SUMMS=SUMMS+0-5»(W(1,N)+W(NDR4.N)1


























































IF(NDR4.EQ.2> GO TO 30





, IFCNDXMAC .EiS. 0) GO TO 35
DO 31 N= 1, NDXMAC '
31 SUM= SUM+AVLD'N^ABEDWDX
. AVMSLD = SUM/WTACMS
SUM=O.
35 CONTINUE
!F< (NDXl-NDXM) .F.3. 0> GO TO 40
00 32 N= N1.NOX1 '
32 SUM z SUM+AVLD(N)*A3ED(N)«DX»RHOSB(N>
AVSGLD=SUM/WTSG
40 CONTINUE - • •
DO 10 N=I.NDX .
10 W R I T E > 6 , 2 0 3 > N ,
IF<TI!1E .LT. 1.1E-5) AVMSL1 = AVMSLO . '
IFCTIME -LT. 1.1E-5) AVSGL1=AVSGUO
AVRC02=WTACMS«(AVMSLO-AVMSL1)/TIME .
AVRH20 = WTSG'>(AVSGUO-AVSGll)/TIME
DIMENSION Fl(9),F2(9),F3(9),F4(9), K5( 9 ) ,F6<9) ,F7( 9 )
WRITE< A'- 205) Fl . A VilSUD' F2- AVSGLD .F3. A VRC02. F4 . AVRH20. F5. TOTKWH.
1F6.TOTHTC.F7.AVPH20 . '
<e03 FO«MAT(////(9A6.F8.4,6X19A6.F8.4 ))
DATA Fl/' AVG C02 LOADING IN C02 SORBENT (LB/LB)'/
DATA F2/' AVG H20 LOADING IN DES1CCANT CLB/LBW .
DATA F3/1 TIME AVG 002 ADSORPTION RATE <LR/HR>'/
DATA F4/' TIME AVG H20 ADSORPTION RATE (LB/HR)'/ .
DATA FS/' ELECTRICAL HEAT INPUT FROM START OF CYCLE <KWH>V
DATA F6/1 HEAT ADDED BY COOLANT FROM START OF CYCLE (BTUJV
DATA F7/1 TIME AVG OUTLET PH20 (MM)'/
RETURN
499 FORMAT(8H1BEO NO. 13)
100 FORMAT (1H0.16HADSORPTION CYCLE 1 3V
1 3X.5HTIME=.F9,5.1X2HHR«F12.3.1X,3HMIN.
1 ' 5X.15HTIME INCREMENTSF7.5.1X2HHR)
101 FORMAT (//2X.10HAXIAL NODE. 3X. 7HPC02.MM. 5X.7HPH20»MM. 8X.
1 ' ' 11HGAS TEMP. F
1 .8X,lbHSOR6ENT TEMP. F , 6X. 15HCOOLANT TEMP* F .7X.15HMX CO
2RE TEI1P. F )
102 FORMAT' /( I9.2F12. 4.5X. 4CF14. 4, 6X) ) )




2 /6H AX1AL/3H NODE)


































































COMMON/40/ TG<20>iPH20I -TCI .PA . PK C2.201.PC02I .TS (20)
l.TC (20). TX (20), TS1 120). TS2 (20J.TX1 (20),TX2 (201.TC1 (20).
2TC2 (20). W U,2J),PT (20>. GMR , GMW. CV I S. • PN2 . P02.
3 ABED<20>>AVC<20>>ASG<20),ASX<2a)>AGX<20>.AXC(20>.
<UVX<20>>RHOG<20>.*HOS3(20>.RHOS(20>.RHOC(20).RHOX(20) ,
5CPC(20>.CPC<20).CPX(20) .CPSt 20 ) .DX .CPL( 2 ) ,DP< 20 ) ,
6POUT(10>.TIMET<10>.WTACMS.WTS6 >PUMP( 10 ) . VPUMPl 10 ) .CPP( 20 ) ,
7NPSETC3) . NOR4.NDXMAC.MBCOUT.NDX1. NDXM.NOC; !DSORU(20>,
8 HXC(20),HXS(20>.HXC(20).HSC(20>.




lUG(20>.PS<20),DS<20).CSl(20>.CS2(2a>.Cl<4.20>,C2(4. 20 ) .011 4, 2H ) ,
202(20>.PC1(20'.PC2(20),PC3(20).C1P(20>.C2P(20).C3PC20)'D1P(20).
3FR(2,2Q). F'1(20).P2<20).P3(20).WS(20).CR1<20.4),CR2120.4).CR3
4(20,4), C3(4.20),B(4,20),Q(^.20),CP1(20),CP2(20) , X( 20 > .
5 . WM(2).TI»1E. CYCLE, DTO. OTMAX. Wl .Tl i PC02C.
6VDLCAB.RC02C. . . •
7NCYCLT, NPRINT. NCYCLE , MDTCON. NTEMP. NSTART, NPR.DT, DTT( <» ) . SA8COS




• A,VMSLD = 0.0 '
A V S G L D = 0 . 0


























wRiTE(6.ioo> NCYCLE. TIME .TIMEM.OT
W R I T E (6,101) •
W R I T E < 6 , 1 0 2 ) ( N . P T ( N ) , T G ( N ) . T S ( N ) , T C ( N ) , T X ( N ) .N=1.NDX)
IF« NPSET(l ) ,GT, 0) ,OR. (NPSET(2> .GT. 0» CO TO 99
99 W R I T E ' (6 ,202) • ' - .
Nl^NOXM+l
NDR3 = lilDR4-l
0 0 2 0 N = 1 . NDXM ' . - • . '
SUMMS=O.O • • •
= SUMMS+0'9(l<W<l,M)+W<NDR4.N) >
.EQ. 2) AVLD(N) = SUMMS
!F(NDR"-EQ,2) CO TO 20
DO 22 N»=2/WR3 • • •-
22 SUMMS = SUMMS+W(NR.N>" -
AVLO(N)=SUMMS/NDR3
20 CONTINUE . ' '
DO 30 N= N1.NDX1
SUMMS=O.O
SUMMS=SUMMS+0 • 5° ( W( 1 , M ) +W ( NDR4 , N »
IF(NDRt.EQ.2) AVLO(N) = SUMMS
IF(NDR4.E0.2) GO TO 30






























































IFtNDXMAC .EQ. 01 CO TO 35
D 3 3 1 - N » 1 . N&XMAC • ' • ' • '
31 SUM= SUK+AVLD<N><'ABED<N)«DX<>RHOSB<N>
AVMSLU = SUM/WTACMS '
35 CONTINUE • ^
IF( (NOX1-NDXM) -E8. 0> GO TO 40
SUM=O- • . ' • • • • • • ' .
DO 32 N= Nl.NDXl ' ' . '
3 2 S U M = SUM+AVLD(N>»ABE3<N>«DX«HHOSB<N> . ' • - . . ' . • . •
AVSGLD=SUM/WTSG .
40 CONTINUE .
D O 1 0 N=1.NOX . . . . . .
10 WRITE <6,203>N, AVLD(N) .
1 ,<W(NR,SJ).NR = 1.NDR4>
.LT. 1.1E-5) AVMSLl=AVMSUn .
,LT. 1.1E-5) AVSGL1=AVSGLD
AVRC02=WTACMS«(AVMSL1-AVMSLD)/TIME
AVRH20 = WTSG«(AVSGL1-A\/SGLD)/TIME ' . • ' . ' . . ' •
DIMENSION .F1(9),F2(9),F3'9),F4(9), F5( 9) ,F6( 9).F7( 9).F8(9> iF9( 9)
WRITE (6, 205) Fl, AVMSLOi F2. AVSGLD.F3. AVRC02.F4, AVRH20.F5. TOTKWH(
1F6.TOTHTC. F8.PC02A. F9.VC02A '
205 FORMAT<////(9A6.F8.416X.9A6fF8.4 » .
DATA Fl/1 AVC C02 LOADING IN C02 SORBENT (L8/LB) '/
DATA FZ/' AVG H20 LOASING IN DESICCANT (LB/LB>'/ .
UATA F3/1 TIME AVG C02 QESORPT10N RATE (LB/HR)1/
DATA F4X> TIME AVG H20 OESORPTION RATE (LB/HR)'/
DATA F5/' ELECTRICAL HEAT INPUT FROM START OF CYCLE (KWH)'/
DATA F6/' HEAT ADDED 3Y COOLANT FROM START OF CYCLE CBTU>'/
DATA F7/' CABIN co2 PARTIAL PRESSURE < M M > < /
DATA FS/' ACCUMULATOR co2 PRESSURE (PsiA)1/
DATA F9/' coz ACCUMULATOR VOLUME <cu FDV
49V FORMAT<8H1BED NO. 13)
100 FORMAT (1H0.16HDESORPTION CYCLE 13X
.1 3X.5HTIME».F9.5.1X2HHR.F12.3,1X.3HMIN>
1 • 5X.15HTIME lNCREMENT«F7.5ilX2HHR)
101 FORMAT (X/aXilOHAXlAL NOQE.10X.14HTOTAL PRESS. MM|6X.14HGAS TEMP, DE
1G F.5X.19HSORBENT TEMP. DEC F. 2X.18HCOOLANT TEMPiOEG F.3X.19HHX CO
2RE TEMP. DEG f ) .. • •
102 FORMAT(/(I9.11X.5<F14.4,6X))>
103 FORMAT (/21HOC02 OESORPTION RATE=F7 .4, 1X5HLB/HR.5X. 20HH20 DESORPTI
ION RATE=F7.4,1X5HLB/HR)
200 FORMAT <1HO/2X,10HAXIAL NODE.13X.9HMOLE FRAC.7X.
12X.13HCC2 RATEiM/HR,6X,l3HH20 RATE-M/HR)
201 FORMAT(/( I9,11X.3<4X,F12.6.4X) ) )
202 FORMAT <// SIHOLOAOING AT INTERIOR OF so"*BENT//4x.4HsoRB/4x.4HNOO
1E.3X, 3HAVG. «X.
1 1H1.9X.1H2.9X.1H3.9X.1H4
2 /6H AXIAL/5H NOOE>
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3SUMPTM. AVMSH . AVSGL1, MTR< 20 ). TMAX
1.TOTKWH.HTRK20' • WC. TOTMTC. WCC.PC02A. VC02A . SABC02. TC02A
NAMELIST/DB / ABED.AVC. ASX.AGX. AVX,RHOG(SHOSB..RHOS,RWOC.
iRHOXiCPd CPC>CPXiCPptDX>NPSETiNDR4>NOxHAC>NBCOUT>NDXlfNDXM.NOC>
2POUT.TIKET, PUMP.VPUMP' IDSORB.CPL'DP--
NAMELIST/DBA / HXC.HXS,HXC,HSG»SK,TKX,DH,D!F'.GK, TCIN.HTRI.TMAX
- i.wcc .'. - • •
' ' EQUIVALENCE(TCIN.-T268.)- ' '
READ >5,oB) • - - . . . . .
' WRI.TFC6-.DB') -.'•• : • " • • :
REAO'(5,OBA>- ; . • . . , . . . • -
WRITEI6.0BA)




















1 H X G ( 2 0 ) , H X S ( 2 0 ) , H X C ( 2 0 ) , H S G ( 2 0 ) ,
2 S K ( 2 0 ) , T K X ( 2 0 ) , D H ( 2 0 ) . D I F < 2 0 ) , G K ( 2 0 ) ,UC(20) ,T2A8,TOTC02.TOTH20,3SUMPTM,4VMSU,AVS5L1 .HTR<20> ,TMAXl . T O T K W H ' H T R K 2 0 > ' W C . T O T H T C . W C C , P C 0 2 A . V C 0 2 A . S A B C 0 2 , T C 0 2 A















































NAMEL1ST/MB / ABEO.AVC, ASX.AGX, 4VX,RHOG,RHOSB,RHOS,RHQC,
1RHOX.CPG. CPC>CPXiCPP.DX.NPSET.NOR4.NDXMAC.NBCOUT.NDXl.NDXM.NOC.
2POUT.TIMET, PUMP,VPUMP.IDSORB,CPL.DP








































WRITE16.MBD) • ' ' ' • 'RETURN
































































COMMON/AD/ TG<20)iPH20I "TGI .PA . PK (2.20J.PC02I ,TS (20)
l.TC 120).TX (2C). TS1 (20),TS2 (20J.TX1 (20).TX2. (20 ) .TCI (2Q>.
























DO 30 N=- 1. NDX1

























DO 10 I ' l . N D X l
VS< I ) = 4 . / 3 . « 3 t l 4 1 6 » R S < 1 >"*3
Dvsd)=vs ( D/NDR
DVSK I )=DVS<I>/2
DO 10 K = 2 .NDR3.
10 R S K l . K > « C B R T < 3 . / 4 . / 3 . 1 4 1 6 « < 4 . / 3 . » 3 . 1 4 1 6 « R S l < I .K-l > » » 3 + D V S K I >»
DO 11 I = 1 . N D X 1
CRK I > l ) c D V S t ( I ) « R H O S ( I >
CR2( I p l > « 0 .
CR3( 1 , 1 > = 4 . < > 3 . 1 4 1 6 « R S 1 < I . 2 ) « » 2 « D I F < I ) / ( R S K I . 3 J - R S K I . I ) )»RHOS( I )
00 11 K = 2 . N D R 4
C R K I , K ) = D V S ( I ) « R H O S ( I )
' C R 2 ( I . K > » 4 . « 3 . 1 4 1 » » R S 1 < I > 2 « K - 2 ) » » 2 » D I F ( I > / ( R S 1 ( I | 2 » K - 1 ) - R 8 1 ( I . 2 » K -
13»»RHOS(- I )
11 C R 3 < I . K ) = 4 , « 3 . 1 4 1 6 » R S 1 < I • 2 « K ) » » 2 » D I F ( I ) / ( R S K I i 2 » K + l ) - R S l ( I .2«K-D
D * R H O S ( I )
DO 12 N = 1 , N D X 1















































5 CKN) = CC1/OX



























































COMMON/AD/ T6<2o>iPH20i -TCI .PA , PK <2.2o).PC02i ,TS (201
l.TC (20).TX (20)i TS1 <20>.TS2 (20),TX1 (20),TX2 (20).TCI (20).








































































» ELT TSORBA. l .710719, . h2352 • 1






















































COMMON/AD/ TG<20)(PH20i >TGI .PA . PK <2.2o>,pco2i ,TS (2G>
l.TC (20), TX (20), TS1 <20>.TS2 (20).TX1 (20),TX2 (20). TCI (20).




6POUT(10).T[MET(10).WT4CMS.WTSG .PUMP( 10 ) . VPUMPf 10 ) ,CPP<20 ) ,
7NPSETI 3 > . NOR4 . NOXMAC. MBCOUT. NDX1 . NOXM, NOG , 1 DSORB< 20 ) ,
fl HXG(20).HXS(20).HXC(2O.HSG(20),
9 S K ( 2 0 ) - T K X ( 2 0 ) , O H ( 2 0 ) . D l F ( 2 0 ) . G K ( 2 r ; ) , UC< 20 ) , T268. TOTC02.TOTH20.
iSUMPTN.AVMSHiAVSSLl f H T R ( 2 0 ) > T M A X ,
1 T O T K W H . H T R 1 { 2 0 ) , W C . T O T H T C , W C C . P C 0 2 A . V C 0 2 A . S A B C 0 2 . TC02A.
1RS1(20.9) , A ( 2 0 ) . F ( 2 0 ) . C ( 2 0 ) . V S ( 2 0 > . D V S ( 2 0 ) i n V S l ( 2 0 ) , R S < 2 0 ) .
1 U G ( 2 0 ) . P S ( 2 0 ) , O S ( 2 0 ) , C S l ( 2 0 ) , C S 2 ( 2 0 ) . C l ( 4 , 2 0 ) . C 2 ( 4 . 2 0 ) . D K 4 , 2 n ) ,
2 D 2 ( 2 0 > ' P C 1 ( 2 0 ) . P C 2 ( 2 0 ) . P C 3 ( 2 0 ) . C 1 P ( 2 0 ) , C 2 P ( 2 0 ) . C 3 P ( 2 0 ) . D 1 P ( 2 0 ) ,
3 F R ( 2 . 2 0 ) . P 1 < 2 0 ) . P 2 < 2 0 ) . P 3 ( 2 0 ) . W S ( 2 0 I . C R 1 < 2 0 . 4 ) . C R ? ( 2 0 , 4 ) , C K 3
4(20 ' . 4 ) . C 3 ( 4 . 2 0 ) | B ( 4 . 2 0 > . Q ( ' » . 2 0 ) , C P l ( 2 0 ) , C P 2 ( 2 0 ) . X ( 2 0 ) . V n i D F ( 2 0 ) .
5 ' WM(2), TJME, CYCLE. DTO. DTMAX. WI , TI iPC02C .
6VOLCA3/RC02C/
7NCYCLT,NPRINT,NCYCLE,MDTCON.NTEMP,NSTART.NPR,DT,DTT(4>,SABCOS
DOUBLE PRECISION ci.C2. 01,02. PCI. pc2.pc3,pi,p2.P3.C3,n,B(
















































S 2 ( N O X M ) = S 2 < N D X M ) * S 3 ( N D X M )



























































































































FUNCTION XYZMAP HAS THE CAPABILITY OF SUBROUTINES MAPRDY * LAGIN2.
ANSWER IS ALSO AVAILABLE AT LOCATION (ANS).
ALSO CAPABLE OF HANDLING MAP THAT HAS Z-LINES CROSSING EACH OTHER,
X=ABSISSA. Y=ORDINATE. Z=THIRD PARAMETER.
IND=0. Z=F(X,Y), (EQUIVALENT TO SUBROUTINE MAPRDY).
IND=1. Y=F(X,Z). (ESUIVALENT TO SUBROUTINE MAPRDY).
IND=-1. Y=F<X) ONLY. (EQUIVALENT TO LAGIN2). THEN Z.NC.IDY, AND AY
ARE DUMMY VARIABLES THAT ARE NOT NEEDED IN ACTUAL INTERPOLATION.
XS MUST BE STORED IN ASCENDING ORDER'FOR EACH Z. SIMILARLY,
.SMALLEST Z BE FED IN AS Z(l). ZS ARE IN ASCENDING ORDER.
XS NEED NOT BE THE SAME VALUES FQR VARIOUS ZS.
X.Y AND Z ARE TO BE DIMENSIONED IN THE MAIN (OR CALLING) PROGRAM,
THEY MUST BE DIMENSIONED NOT LESS THAN ««« X(NP«NC). Y(NP»NC) AND
Z(NO ••• NOTE NC MAY NOT BE- GREATER THAN 20 •«•
NPrNUMBER OF POINTS PER CURVE (OR NUMBER OF X,Y PAIRS FOR EACH Z).
NC=NUMBER OF CURVES <OR NUMBER OF ZS), 1 TO A MAXIMUM OF 20
IDX'POINTS USED FOR INTERPOLATION IN X-DIRECTION,
IDY-POINTS USED FOR INTERPOLATION IN Y-DIRECTION (JND'O),
OR IN Z-DIRECTION ( IND=1>.
IDX OR IDY CAN EITHER BE 2 OR 3 ONLY.
BX=FIRST INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
BYsSECOND INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, (WHEN IND=0 OR 1 ONLY).
BY=Y INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, WHEN <1 N D = Q > . -
BY=Z INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, WHEN (IND=1).
ANS=DEPENDENT VARIABLE Z<X«AX.Y*AY). WHEN IND'O,
ANS=DEPENDENT VARIABLE Y<X=AX.Z*AY>. WHEN IND=1,
ANS = DEPENDENT VARIABLE Y(X»AX), WHEN IND""!.
NO PRINT OUT, IF DATA OFF THE RANGE OF MAP OR CURVE.
THEN, USE 2-POJNT INTERPOLATIONS AUTOMATICALLY,
XS, YS, AND ZS ARE READ IN IN MAIN PROGRAM RECOMMENDED AS FOLLOWS,
FORMAT(BIIO) *•«
FORMAT(8F10.Q) •«•
...o.»oo«, FQR INO»0 OR 1 •«•••«••*••«•••••«••*••••••••••»*•«••••
READ (5,4100) NP.NC »
DO 100 N=1,NC •




•••« FOR INO«-I • •» .»«•«
DIMENSION X(2)iY(2).Z(2)>ZZ(20)<ZX(20)
IF (IND) 103,106,103

































































104 ZX( I > = Z < ! >
CO TO 141
IDS JE = 1
GO TO 108
106 DO 107 1=1, NC
107 ZZ( 1 ) = 7f I >
JE = NC
NCROSS=0
lOb 00 126 J=JS.JE
JX2=( J-1)«NP
















IF< IDX.GT.2) GO TO 122
ANS=(Y< IE)o(BX-X( IS) )-Y( IS)«(eX-X( IE
GO TO 123
IM=IS+1
C1 = (BX-X( IS))/(X( JM)-X( IE)) •
G2=<BX-X( IM»/(X( IE)-X( IS))
G3=(BX-X( IE) )/(X( IS)-X( IM))





IF( IND.NE.O) GO TO 1151















DO 142 1=1. NC

































145 1F<I.LE.IDY) CO TO 147
146 JS=I-ICPY
147 J£=JS+lCPY
IF < I N D > 108,U52ilOB
C Y=F(X.Z) OR Z=F(X|Y) CALCULATION DEPENDING ON IND*0 OR 1.
151 ANS=ZZ<JS>
GO TO 158
1151 IF(JE.EQ.JS) GO TO 151




G 1 = ( B Y - Z X < J S ) > / ( Z X < J M > - Z X < J E > )
G 2 = C B Y - Z X < J M ) > / ( Z X < JE>-ZX(JS»
G 3 3 < B Y - Z X < J E » / ( Z X < JS) -ZX< JM»
ANS=-ZZ<JS)»C2»G3.Gl»(ZZ(JM)»G3*ZZ<JE)»G2)
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